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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Fallen Frontiers universe. Fallen Frontiers is a 35mm
miniature game set in a futuristic society where humans have colonized
much of the galaxy and have found powerful sources of energy and alien life
forms with advanced technology.
In the universe of Fallen Frontiers different factions
fight for the control of planets and their strategic
resources so they are able to expand into a galaxy that
still hides many secrets. Players will take control of
these factions on the board by choosing troops, heroes
and cards that they will adapt to their
gaming style in order to win.
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THE FALLEN FRONTIERS UNIVERSE

Age of Ignorance

Desperately Hazsen and Chelestra join forces to form a single project of
settlement and avoid bankruptcy. They decide to launch their colony ship to
a subsector not included in the initial project, Cythera, in a desperate move
to save their finances. What they discover in 2219, the Krythium will be their
last hope and a revolution for the human race.

(beginning of time-2049)
In the beginning, humans lay the foundation of their beliefs in the absence
of a scientific explanation of natural events. After turbulent times in the final
years of the Age of Ignorance, the investigations conclude how the matter
works and its composition. In 2020, at the end of this age, John P. Krichten
discovers the first non-theoretical parallel universe and manages to send a
particle through it. The Russian physicist Andrey Olghov develops Kristen’s
legacy applying his discoveries and cataloguing the first 7 universes of transit he was able to access with the existing technology.

After the arrival on Earth of the first signs of Krythium to the ChelestraHazsen laboratories, it is discovered an infinite potential for its application in
the propulsion of colonization ships and energy systems. Immediately Chelestra industries, launch the expedition “Freiheit” to exploit this resource,
which is its sole owner so far. The trip, that lasts 60 years, aims to deploy a
heavy industry for the extraction of this valuable new material.

Pre-era

Era Krythium-Eikey

(2049- 2219)

(2219-3800)
With planet’s resources dwindling and the whole space to exploit, the
governments of the Earth look up to the stars as the only possibility for
expansion. But a project of this magnitude can not be financed by just one
government as it was done in the past. That’s the reason why in 2049 it’s
signed an agreement of private management of space assets with the presentation by different companies of an exploitation plan. The intergalactic
Credit Company (INCRECOM) is set up to help the huge investment of the
companies involved in the project. The SCOUT program starts as a first stage of colonization reconnaissance of valuable resources in nearby systems.
This program is sponsored by the ten companies that will exploit the discovered systems. However, after 25 years of development of the project, 8 of
the 10 companies involved are in bankruptcy, so the own credit company will
become the holder of the 100% of the assets of the companies. In less than
half of a century, the credit company have become the owner of the most
powerful colonizing force of the Earth. Only Chelestra industries and Hazsen
Military remain independent from INCRECOM’s control.

Dr. Zackarias Eikey is awarded with the Nobel Prize for his discovery of
the Eikey dimensions, parallel spaces that shrink proportionally over the
distance that separates them to our dimension. The journey through these
dimensions allows travelling long distances in less time without having to improve existing propulsion systems. For this reason, colonizing corporations
invest heavily in the Eikey space technology research. Two years after its
discovery, the first Eikey door generator is built. A probe is launched through
the door and, as expected, returns to our dimension almost instantly but
millions of kilometres away from the starting point.

The Battle of Magellan

(2279-2281)

When the Hazsen-Chelestra expedition “Freiheit” arrives to Magellan find
the remains of a ship from Vega Energy Systems (INCRECOM) with Eikey
technology, with fewer than 4,000 survivors and without vital support to
survive much longer. This ship, the Octopus, was not authorized to colonize or exploit this sector and apparently his mission was to exploit Krithium
without permission and ambush the “Freiheit” to use the machinery it was
carrying. But it was not prepared for the enemy that found there. Two of the
system planets were monitored by a race of humanoids calling themselves

The first SCOUT phase is completed, choosing eight potential locations
with a probability of success higher than 95%. INCRECOM obtains the right
to exploit the eight destinations because of its enormous influence, leaving
Hazsen Military and Chelestra out of the best sites of colonization, which is
a fatal blow for them to avoid bankruptcy.
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operators. The operators had engaged into combat with the Octopus and
had easily surpassed the Vega Energy Systems contingent who was forced
to abandon his ship and take refuge in one of the system planets. The crew
of the “Freiheit”, not without fear, decides to help their peers and take sides
in the battle against the operators. Although vastly outnumbered, operators
kept the battle in a draw for a whole year, thanks to their physical and technological superiority. The full participation of Hazsen-Chelestra elite troops
tip the balance in favour of the coalition but the victory is hard. The survivors
of the INCRECOM subsidiary company and three captured operators are
sent to Earth. A process is opened to explain INCRECOM’s unauthorized
presence there. Although the situation is at the courts the tension between
the companies reach an irreversible stage. The colony ships receive orders
to shoot all ships in their sectors whose presence has not been authorized.

The slaughter of Kellion Prime

Without any source of Krithium the almighty INCRECOM is losing the economic war against its competitors. When the situation becomes untenable, the
INCRECOM board of directors makes a decision: the Kellion system must
be conquered at all costs, the Krithium must arrive to the Earth. Running out
until the last resources, the company prepares a fleet in Ultima Secundus to
jump with the Eikey technology to get to Dirac in a few months. In just one
year, after a surprise attack to the Riffs, who had lived in peace with humans,
the fleet sent by INCRECOM takes control of the system by the force. Only
a hundred Riffs escaped the slaughter. Hazsen Military make a motion to
consider the act as a universal genocide. However the legal action is slow
and difficult because they are aliens and the process is diluted in endless
ethical discussions and interstellar laws. By the time a decision is taken, the
Krithium has been years flowing from Kellion Prime and INCRECOM have
the governments of the Earth under control again.

(2283-2284)

The discovery of a God
The ship ‘Skyways’ of Sayx Industries, one of the eight companies belonging to INCRECOM and assigned to subsector Dirac, docked in the system’s
central planet, Kellion Prime. Then, they discover that this planet is inhabited by an alien race already settled coming from a world in another galaxy
known as ‘Chook Muul’. The biologist leader of the expedition, Dr. Markus
Riefenstahl, classifies them as Homo Sapiens Riefenstahlensis or Riffs, in
colloquial terms. Despite its notable external differences with human body
the Riff’s organism functioning is almost equal to human. Many years from
Earth, with no place to settle and almost depleted reserves, going down to
the planet is the only chance of survival for the settlers of the Skyways. Riffs
agrees to accept the humans on the planet but refuse to send the resources extracted there, including Krithium, to Earth. Without the possibility of
obtaining materials the mission is a failure and INCRECOM begins to suffer
an economic crisis. It has lost contact with two of its colonization missions
and the rest have not arrived yet or have not given the expected results.

(2286-2290)

On Earth the study of the operators captured in Magellan begins. It concludes that they are a race created exclusively for war. His locomotive and
cognitive system is well above the average human. They are tanks on the
battlefield. Their current name, Ares, is due to the Xenobiology assistant
Mishan Klich who named them after the God of War. The genetic studies
discover in their genes that enhance their brain capabilities. Artificial implementations of these genes in non-boosted humans begin. By this time it is
unknown why, or rather, by whom they were created.

The times of calm

(2550-3800)

For more than a millennium 600 new planets are colonized, which are
owned by corporations that discovered them. Each one sets the adminis-

KRITHIUM
The core of the conflict between the different factions in Fallen Frontiers is the control of the
Krithium, a rare and scarce material that with the right technology can generate huge amounts of
energy. The study of Krithium has enabled humanity to progress significantly in all fields of applied
physics. But the key of this technological leap forward hasn´t been weapons or a huge computing
capacity.
The biggest advance of Krithium t echnology is the Eikey leap device, a t echnology that allows you
to travel through space in just one week when before it would have taken decades.
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tration, legislation and other public services in the colonies of their property.
The Earth is just another planet except, unlike the rest of the known universe,
has no single owner.

Ares system in the subsector Dirac. This recognition is controversial because Hextrom VI, one of the richest Krithium mines known, happens to be
inside Ares space after the signing. This planet originally controlled by the
Sayx was the focal point in the negotiations of peace between the Sayx and
the Riff Empire. Despite the Riff Empire’s against vote, the voting goes ahead
with the vote in favour of INCRECOM.

Age of unrest
(3800- 3900)

The arrival of “the Others”
The Riff revenge

(3900- currently)

(3813-3815)

In 3813, a huge Riff fleet enters the Kellion system. The defences installed by Sayx Industries are overcome in all aspects and in a few days the
fight spread out to the streets. After several years of bloody fighting, the Riff
begin to gain control of Kellion. They prove to be formidable fighters in guerrilla warfare and experts on the ground, hitting accurately and generating
substantial human and economic losses to Sayx but maintaining the planets
intact for the sake of subsequent recolonization. The Riff strategy, however,
is slow. Meanwhile on Earth, INCRECOM seeks help from Hazsen and Chelestra to help Sayx but these, fearing reprisals and somewhat pleased to see
INCRECOM reaping what they sow, deny their help. Unable to cope with
guarantees the Riff threat, INCRECOM orders the Sayx Corp to leave the
central planet, Kellion Prime, and three adjacent systems very rich in resources. The first space frontier with the Riff Empire is established.

In 3900, an unknown fleet shows up in the solar system, apparently using
a similar technology as the Eikey leaps. The ships do not respond to any
transmission and launch a devastating attack on Earth. Despite the many
defences of the planet, the 24th of March fifteen ships get through the perimeter and attack vital points on the Earth, focusing in government buildings
and interplanetary communications system.
The invading troops, half machine half living beings, attack with a relentless determination, as if they were pursuing a goal that no one comes
to understand. After nine days of fierce fighting, the invasion is stopped.
Military analysts realize that it is not an invasion. There is no logistics for occupation or any intent to control the planet. A few days later it is discovered
that the attack has generated irreversible damage to quantum communication systems that allowed instant communication with the colonies, so it
is impossible for the companies ruling their worlds from the Earth. There is
no way to alert the other planets about what happened; indeed, probably it
is impossible to avoid the conflict between them that has been brewing for
centuries. From this moment, the Earth is an isolated planet in the galactic
sea. No voice. No influence. Was this the master plan of the mysterious
machines?

In late 3819, at the annual Intergalactic Council, there’s an attack that
is settled with the lives of two board members and the president of the
Black Sun INC. This causes great instability in all the colonies resulting in
the declaration of independence of the worlds managed by Black Sun from
INCRECOM’s control. The settlement suffered a dramatic slowdown. Corporations, after what happened in Kellion and slightly less than in Civil War,
focus on investment in weapons production.

Ares Wars of Independence

(3819-3889)

The Sayx Corp, at their military base Kusari in Nobunaga II system, contacts a scout Ares ship. Ready for immediate hostility, they discover that
the intentions are not hostile. One of the Ares commanders reveals the captain of the Sayx fleet that they were exploring possible places to establish
strategic bases, as they were engaged in a war against their creators, the
‘leaders’. In 3889 already concludes the war of emancipation of the Ares
and six years later the government of the Earth recognizes the rights of the
Ares race and accepts its representation in the intergalactic council. As a full
rights civilization it’s recognized their sovereign space around the renamed
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THE ARES CONDOMINIUM

When humans began interstellar travel, more than a thousand years ago
and having not yet discovered Krythium nor Eikey leaps, the dangers that
the expeditions had to face were positively known: poor prospecting operations; the atmosphere, unlike previous studies, was not compatible with life;
wasted planets; and even making contact with all types of creatures that had
nothing to do with the human race, were things to be possible.

riments do not achieve any convincing result and Hazsen closes the study
lines about operators. Whikly seeks new sources of funding for his experiments and ends up getting a research credit from INCRECOM to investigate
the mechanism that keeps the Ares under the control of leaders and reaches
an agreement with the Sayx. INCRECOM pressures Sayx to achieve results
quickly and the level of risk of the experiments gradually increases until, in
one of them, one of the operators, the man known as operator 72, dies on
the operating table. The remaining two men 79 and 31 refuse to continue collaborating. The new situation worries INCRECOM that finds in the operators
an invaluable source of genetic material but need to continue their research.
Sayx reaches an agreement through Wikhly in which it is committed to help
operators providing ships and troops to free their comrades in return to continue the study of physiognomy and Ares technology.

The last expected thing for all was to meet with other “humans”.
At the beginning of the dispersion of the human race by the stars, the
subsector Cythera, within the region Serpens Cauda, passed unnoticed by
the eyes of the observers commissioned to choose the best destinations for
colonization. Only destinations with a 95% chance of a successful colonial
settlement were chosen. As the required scales (85%) weren’t reached it was
ruled out for the first part of the settlement project. It was a gamble but having
stayed out of the top destinations Hazsen-Chelestra decided to put all the
eggs in that basket. The bet went well and humanity heard about Krithium for
the first time. The Hazsen-Chelestra coalition hastened to send a exploitation
fleet as soon as he discovered the potential of Krithium but this expedition
left without Eikey technology in a 60-year duration trip. When they got there
they discovered they were not alone in the system, not even the only humans.

After finishing the studies of 79 and 31, who now call themselves Bret
and Bitsie, they begin a series of training with part of the Sayx fleet to start
a rescue mission for their partners. After several missions to liberate small
groups they discover the location of what, it seems, the home planet of
the operators. The liberation takes several decades and is undertaken by
a group of operators supported by several Sayx warships. While the other
freed operators decide to travel to a system located in the region of Canis
Minor, very close to the Hextrom system, with enough resources to establish
a home for their kind. Once settled in the system, they decide to contact the
Central Government of the Earth to establish the first political relations. The
Earth decides to recognize a few years later the Condominium Ares as part
of the interplanetary council.

The most prosperous region of the system, Magellan, turned out to be
inhabited by human look alike creatures, but their height was far beyond the
canons of the species, cause they had well developed muscles and apparently without many of the physical restrictions of that. Furthermore, a ship
of an INCRECOM’S subsidiary, Black Sun Enterprises, was in the sector in
very poor condition. The decisive intervention of its elite troops defeated
the inhabitant race that fought until almost the extermination. Three of the
survivors were captured and interrogated. They were apathetic, impassive
beings, without any own thoughts, morality, or initiative. All what was able
to obtain from them was that they had no personal name, but each of them
was an ‘operator’ under the service of the “Leaders”.

When in 3810 the condominium becomes a full member of the council
they get some inherent rights recognized among which would be the sovereignty over the space around their home system. This makes some strategic systems happen to be within the newly space conceded to the condominium, including the disputed Hextrom system and its large reserves of
Krithium. The condominium asks a petition to the council of Earth to control
Hextrom, originally belonging to Sayx, who must cede to the Riff empire in
occasion of the peace agreements of Kellion Prime, passes under their sovereignty, but the Earth’s Central Government, concerned with maintaining
the unity of the main companies and fearing conflict with the Riffs, delays
comments on the matter.

Gods of War
The three individuals were taken to Earth for carrying out more detailed
studies. It was found that the ‘Operators’ were created by a higher intelligence: they were synthetic. They possessed a much more elaborated heart;
their lungs were much more efficient and had an internal system of essential
nutrients generation that made them tireless in battle. Their cognitive ability
was increased making them a subject with an initiative in battle above the
average. The Sayx called them the gods of war. Its current name, ‘Ares’, is
due to the Greek god of war.

The situation for the condominium gets worst: its planets are left without
the ability to provide energy to its population and in the year 3900 the rulers
of the Condominium Ares raise an ultimatum to the council for a ruling in the
case of Hextrom system, but the Earth does not reply. Communications are
lost. They are alone in the galaxy, in a limited space and without resources
to withstand many years. Because of the situation, the rulers of the Condominium decide to have a crisis meeting.

Eventually they were able to isolate the synthetic genes that enhanced
physical and cognitive abilities, and managed to make them compatible with
the human genome. At this time, Dr. Thomas Wikhly concludes that the compatibility should work in a reverse sense.

After three days of meeting, the decision is taken: it is necessary to take
control of the Hextrom system, especially the Hextrom VI mines, for the survival of the Condominium; Otherwise, they are doomed.

Dr Wikhly established a relationship with the captured operators that
could be categorized as friendship. Finished their major studies and sympathizing with the situation of the three subject, he tries to establish a new
line of research that can determine the nature of the external control source.
However since it is not possible to detect the origin of the source, his expe-

Within months, the first reconnaissance ships to Hextrom VI are released.
It is not known for sure what kind of opposition they will meet there, but if
the Condominium is sure of something is that, whoever they are, they must
surrender to the power of Ares.
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RIFF EMPIRE
The slaughter of Kellion Prime

Talking about the history of Homo Sapiens Riefensthalensis or Riff, in colloquial terms, is talking about a story with countless experiences in the hostile outer space. The first record of communication with this race takes place
in the year 2283 when Syax Enterprises contacted on the planet Kellion Prime (“Chook Mul” in the Riff language) as part of the missions launched from
Earth to colonize the stars. They found a peaceful society, willing to learn
about the foreign race, and eager to reveal their history to avoid losing it in
the vastness of space and to help others avoid making the same mistakes.

Sayx Enterprises operatives in a thorough operation led by the high command of INCRECOM raided their hosts Riff in Kellion Prime, perpetrating an
unprecedented genocide. It was a slaughter, where barely several hundred
Riffs managed to survive.
When Fink Draad managed to bring the message from “Chook Mul”, almost 1000 years later, shock, anger and astonishment shake up the aged
Riff society. In outer space there were other “Malak Mut Tut”; there were
other “that transform life into death.”

Subjects of the Blue Sun

Although a part of society refused to re-embrace weapons, the Riffs decided to take their equal society model to the scope of the war: in the expedition to the Milky Way, all Riffs would be soldiers, regardless of their
condition. The Riffs would be again the “Malak Tut Mut”.

According to the elderly Riff, even before the beginning of time for humans, the Riffs had mastered interstellar travel, the Eikey technology and
exercised a brutal control over the inhabitants of the worlds discovered in
their path. Nothing could compare the power of “Tumuk suun cha”, in language Riff, “Empire of the Blue Sun”. In those dark times the Riff completely
dominated their entire home galaxy, “Maak Your ‘Nauftu” in language Riff
“the mother of all.” They underwent their will to all races, serving in slavery;
dying when they could no longer serve. So long was their dominance over
the planet that the race suffered physiological and physiognomic changes to
adapt to their environment. His muscles grew to deal with the extreme gravity of planets; their cognitive and physical abilities quickly adapted to the star
that lit each planet. Apart from being a despotic, military and ruthless race,
they had a capacity of adaptation to the environment and to external conditions that made them unstoppable for the planets who sought to remain free.
Nothing could resist to “Tumuk Suun Cha”.

In the year 3813 of the human calendar, a huge Riff fleet entered the Kellion Prime system with approaching vectors to “Chook Mul”, its central
planet. After crossing the system’s defences with ease, the Riff troops descended to the surface to take the planet without further harm. On land, they
proved to be a worthy rival of their great name, shaped by millennia of war.
They showed their legendary adaptation, adapting their way of fighting and
technology to the one of the impulsive humans. There was no hour, minute
and second of the day in which Sayx could fight back effectively, or take
advantage of any gaps between the defensive lines. Strategic, accurate and
highly effective strikes made the Sayx troops to run away, forced to return
to the “Mut Malak Tut” what belongs to them and to sign an armistice. Displaying their great sense of honour, the Riffs released the prisoners and the
wounded after the withdrawal.

But those days of conquest and domination came to an end. Opulence,
tyranny, constant wars, and massive energy production from the system’s planets collapsed the system of government, which they never recovered. Leaving
worlds and a culture in decline, they headed to different galaxies with systems
enough prosperous to colonize and amend past mistakes. So, they arrived to
our galaxy, and to other places of the stars that are still undiscovered.

Recovered “Chook Mul” it was the time to recover from the wounds, rebuild what was this great place was before and rebuild their prosperous
civilization. However, the war has awakened inside the Riff an old thought:
the memory of “ Tumuk Cha Suun”.

The Riffs learned from their failures and organized in a society without
strata. All will have a role in the Riff’s new dawn, whether they were rulers
legacy or workers. All of them would be equal and would treat other races
as equals. There would be no cause, never again, were a Riff found obliged
to use violence. And so when “Skyways” asked the Riffs for help in Kellion
Prime both civilizations could live in peace.
But the greed of the young human race complicated things once again.
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SAYX ENTERPRISES

If the new order of the galaxy, you’re a human being living in a huge hive;
overcrowded in compartments with minimally enough space for a mattress and
a small work table; working in Krythium mega factories during two shifts without
a break, only receiving a minimum wage in case you make a third shift; without
many expectations that your life changes from the day you were born until the
day you die, it means you’re a “rat” of the Sayx Enterprises.

Sayx took control of the subsector and especially Hextrom VI, a planet with the
most exploitable Krythium reserves in the galaxy. INCRECOM watched proudly
the successes that offered, and could offer, with its new training policy.
It was therefore not surprising that, once discovered by Professor Wikhly the
compatibility of the Ares genes with the human genome, the Sayx banned standard breeding and imposed a reproductive system based on the identification
of potentially skilled individuals at the time of birth, and the implementation of
Ares genes in the most competent, to enhance their skills. Unlike in conventional
armies at Sayx no captains, commanders, ordinary soldiers or elite soldiers are
made: at Sayx they have born this way.

In the hive ships of Sayx Enterprises there are no families but breeding follows
a detailed plan. With the practical application of the Ares genes for empowerment, subjects are selected for their skills in their birth date: some, the lucky
ones, will serve their life in the Sayx army; the vast majority will serve in the
planetary mega factories.

After more than a millennium peace, they were intercepted in the year 3813
some unknown transmissions. It was the first sign of what would be a counterattack of countless Riff ships and infantry over the Beta Serpentis system. After
two years of bloody war against the Riff, Sayx Enterprises is forced out of the
Kellion system and cede the exploitation of the Krythium mines at subsector
Dirac in exchange for the armistice. In the following six months, 40 billion people
are evacuated outside Kellion headed to the worlds and hive ships already overcrowded of Sayx.

Factory workers live in crammed conditions; some die of exhaustion without
anyone to remember them; and if it has been a very productive time, thousands
of them are expelled from the ship and stranded: it’s necessary to make room for
the new merchandise.
Founded at the dawn of intergalactic projects in 2068, the Sayx was intended to
cover the settlement of certain systems that were chosen as optimal for exploitation by the SCOUT program. Unlike other companies, Sayx gave more importance
to the military strength in their ships, and devised a kind of hive ships that would
serve for longer stays in colonized planets and, if necessary, to recruit new soldiers
from those. All these plans were funded by the newly created INCRECOM.

After the defeat, the directive board of INCRECOM asked the Earth’s central
government to support a counterattack. Far from hearing the demands of the company, the council gives legitimacy to the Riff occupation of the system, because
they were more afraid of serious consequences than in doing historical justice.

When INCRECOM took control of the eight corporations with economic issues
involved in the colonization project, Sayx was one of them. After the acquisition, most research managers, engineers and ultimately almost all Sayx staff who
dreamed of an ideal future in the stars were replaced by new pragmatic and
ruthless staff only interested on making the huge company grow as well as them,
whether it was ethically and legally permissible. INCRECOM was a giant that
brought together eight of the 20 largest corporations on earth and Sayx would be
the sword with which to knock down whoever got in its way.

In 3825 a ranger ship led by Commander Valery Volkov meets an unknown
ship similar to his in the vicinity of the Nobunaga II system. The Sayx commander,
aware of the uncertain outcome if a clash occurs, kept at a distance while trying
to buy time for the arrival of reinforcements from the Kusari station. The unknown
ship was being piloted by ‘operators’; however, the attitude of these did not
seem at all comparable to what the Sayx troops had found in Magellan. These
operators claimed to belong to the Ares Condominium and their mission was to
look for systems with strategic resources and establish a system of worlds to
sustain what looked like an independence war.

Parallel to the recognized trips, as the one to sector Serpens Caput, there
were a series of unauthorized by the government of Earth trips to systems less
likely to be successful and more likely to be a death sentence for the settlers. But
human lives that can be wasted are only a financial risk in pursuit of making grow
the profit for INCRECOM.

Diffident relations between Ares Condominium and Sayx are established. INCRECOM sees an opportunity in the Ares Condominium and sends Sayx troops
to help the Condominium in their struggle for emancipation.

After the hard blow suffered in Magellan, crushed by the newfound operators
and rescued by its great economic rival, the Hazsen Coalition, INCRECOM feels humiliated. The board of INCRECOM downplays the skills of operators and
blames the troops of Black Sin INC for their weakness, and decided that their
corporations need a more trained and capable military arm. From that moment,
the hive Sayx ships work training their troops fanatically day and night.

After the arrival of the Condominium to the intergalactic council, INCRECOM
hopes that that given help will be returned allowing the exploitation of Krithium
in Hextrom, however when all seemed ready for the transfer of powers to the
condominium by the board, the communications with the Earth’s Central Government disappear mysteriously in 3900. The admiral of the Sayx fleet at the
subsector Dirac, Arcturus Cunningham, received the last transmission on record
from the Earth warning him of the presence of an unknown fleet in the solar
system. When communication is lost he spreads the rumour that the loss of
communications is due to Riff’s technology to prevent Ares Condominium Ares
to receive the recognition of sovereignty over Hextrom. The Condominium sends
a small fleet to Hextrom to take control of the mines. Cunningham gathers its
fleet, containing three hive ships, “Universe”, “Sculptor” and “Andromeda” and
waits in the neighbouring Psi Serpentis system the development of the conflict
and strikes a decisive blow to the surviving because if his suspicions are true,
no one ever will know.

In 2282, the ship “Skyways” reaches the Kellion system, in the Serpens Caput
region, and contacts with a race from an unknown galaxy. These new neighbours, known as the ‘Riffs’, established peaceful and cooperative relationships
with the inhabitants of the Skyways who were in a predicament because they
had consumed the 90% of the ship’s life support reserves. However, the mission
had been a failure for the directive board on Earth, and INCRECOM felt like he
had lost an entire colony ship without having achieved any Krithium source. It
was decided to exploit the situation to test its new military power, and gave the
order to exterminate the inhabitants of the system and seize the mines without
further notice.
The newly trained Sayx troops implemented their new knowledge and, in what
became known as “The slaughter of Kellion Prime” began the extermination of all
the Riffs that inhabited the system. Very few survived. In just a few months, the
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5

THE HARVESTER PLAGUE

When the Ares liberation had finished, the newly created Condominium
needed new places to settle. The Ares, without an operating colonization
fleet, reached an agreement with the Sayx Corporation to use part of its
fleet. This is how the cruise ship Wallenstein reached Tharken sector. Tharken 4 was the first choice, a planet capable of housing a large Sayx colony
and a military Ares base, but more importantly, perfect to install a mining
industry from which to expand into other planets in the system and start
extracting Krithium. In a few years Tharken 4 grew quickly and began the
prospecting tasks in the rest of planets with much more adverse conditions.
Of all these ships, one was sent to Beta Tharken 17, the Valkyrie.

It had been five minutes since the beginning of the attack and some of
the killed were already standing, with empty eyes and the parts that had
lost their functionality during combat had been replaced by machines that
performed the function of the lost limb or organ.
It had been an hour since the beginning of the attack and about 1300
of the 2,000 passengers of the Valkyrie were before her and boarding. The
ship took flight and headed toward the Wallenstein. During the journey, the
Wallenstein tried to open communications with the mining ship, but got no
response. When the Valkyrie was at radio distance, the Wallenstein tried to
communicate again, as it was a standard procedure.

Beta Tharken 17, also known as T17, was a sandy planet where there was
no sign of life, but the Valkyrie was also not just a regular colony ship. Instead of having terraforming tools and modules forming civilian settlements,
there were mining tools and Krythium containers. T17 certainly was not a fit
place for life, but if the Wallenstein telemetry was not wrong, it was one of
the largest deposits of Krythium ever found.

From the cargo holds of the Valkyrie began to deploy thousands of mechanical insects. The laser drill of the Valkyrie designed to extract Krythium
from the densest matters of the cosmos, took less than 4 seconds to open
the doors from the hangar to the deck of the Wallenstein. The captain tried
to warn the colonization ships of the Tharken sector. He died with this heroic
gesture, believing he had alerted his brothers. Unfortunately for him he regained consciousness about a minute after that but being a mere spectator of
the actions of his body and realizing that the signal had been blocked by the
invaders. Moments later he saw a big flash and everything was silent again.
Fifteen minutes after the start of the attack to the Wallenstein, the ships were
deployed to all colonies of the Tharken sector and 4 mining ships descended
to Tharken 17. The harvest has begun.

The crew of the Valkyrie, 700 workers, 1,200 soldiers and 60 scientists
from Sayx established a camp accompanied by three members of the Ares
race, Alexander 3, Aerin 111 and Krieguer 214. Being a completely uninhabited planet and ignoring the advice of the Ares crew they didn’t set up a
defensive perimeter... The rest happened very quickly.
During the night and hiding under the sand almost two hundred of mechanical insectoid aspect creatures stormed the camp. Their attack was
methodical and organized, first they finished with the most dangerous and
armed individuals and then they finished with the workers. In less than three
minutes T 17 again became a lifeless planet, but not inert. The small machines worked on the bodies of the fallen, incapacitating and reanimating
them, some settled moorings in the flesh; others sneaked under the skin of
the defenceless killed workers and anchored themselves to their backbone
establishing connections with their spinal cord. While all this macabre surgery took place, two metal orbs approached floating the camp, scanning the
massacred area and selecting the best prepared and least damaged bodies
from the killed, that way they took 6 of the crew members and took them to
the depth of the desert.

After the contact at Tharken came the assault to the Earth. What or who
is behind the Harvester remains a mystery. The only certainty with this race
is that you have to eliminate them or join them in eternity.
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1

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1.3 MINIATURES

There are some things you should consider when playing and which are
listed here:

Fallen Frontiers is a miniature based game representing your troops on
the board. When the rulebook states the word “miniature” it will refer to any
figure of the Fallen Frontiers game regardless their role in the game.

1.1 HOW TO MEASURE DISTANCES
The units of measure in Fallen Frontiers are inches. The distance between
two miniatures is measured from the nearest part of their bases and the distance between two units is measured between the closest miniatures from
each unit.

1.3.1 Types of miniatures

1.2 DICE ROLLS

1.3.1.2 Especialists: The soldiers trained to perform specific tasks
such as engineering work or the handling of special weapons. There is also
a card associated with this type of miniatures.

In this game miniatures differ by the rules that apply to them. There are
three main categories:

1.3.1.1 Troops: The plain soldiers. Units are composed mostly of this
type of miniature and have a card associated to the unit.

D6: The 6-sided dice used in the game will be referred hereinafter as d6.
X+: Any rules that make mention of X + mean that you have to match or
outnumber the number X. For example a roll that requires 4+ means that you
need a 4, 5, or 6 result in order to succeed.

1.3.1.3 Heroes: They are special characters that have unique skills.
They provide those skills to the unit in which they are included. Also, they
can change the behavior of their unit during the game. Heroes have a card
in which you can find their profile and special rules. Heroes’ cards have
two sides, one showing their optimum condition and another one indicating
their situation when wounded. When a hero has as many injuries as stated
in its life value, flip the card to show its wounded status. The card will show
you the changes in its profile. Some heroes are removed once they get the
wounded status. If an wounded hero suffers another injury it will be removed
from the game.

Re-roll: When a rule mentions a re-roll, simply choose the die/dice indicated by the rule, card or effect and roll it again. The result obtained is the
valid one and the results of the first roll will be ignored.
Opposing roll: When a rule mentions an opposing roll, both players roll
a 1D6 and compare results. The highest value wins and, unless otherwise
specified, the roll is repeated in case of a tie.

Bitsie “Operator 54”, Ares hero.

Fink Dradd, Riff hero.

Tarko Stahlen, Sayx hero.
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Sphynx, Harvester hero.

1

1

Sihlas Fenn

First, it is necessary to differentiate between two types of cards:

Sihlas Fenn

1.5.1 Units, heroes and specialists cards
(FIG 1,2 and 3)
The units, heroes and specialists cards will be on the table from the beginning of the game besides their owner and will indicate the status, profile
and skills of the miniatures.
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1.4.1 Units
Units are a group of miniatures that acts as a single entity and is represented by a card with its traits and attributes profile. Fallen Frontiers units are
formed by groups of 3 or 5 miniatures that can be formed just by troopers or
also include heroes and/or specialists.

1.4.2 Leaders

Skills: SMG.
Equipment: Sayx

SMG MRZ

“The Sayx are consid

44
3
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“...And then there
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of
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- Nobody else other
managed to survive
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? - Captain... We
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14

12

The cards that are not linked to units, heroes or specialist will be in
secret decks that you should not reveal to your opponent until you play
them. Equipment cards will be in the Armory deck and the rest in the Main
deck.
5
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1.4.3 Support troops

1.4.4 Mercenaries
Mercenaries are heroes that can be used by several factions. Not all mercenaries can be included in certain armies. The mercenary heroes have the
symbol of the factions in which they may be included in their cards (FIG 6).
They can lead units of different races than their own but otherwise the mercenaries are treated as any other hero.

3

1.5.3 Types of cards
There are different types of cards according their use:

1.5.3.1 Unit cards: The Unit cards reflect the profiles and attributes of
the different types of troops.
When you put into play a unit, it will be assigned a Unit card for stating its
status and profile attributes.

1.5.3.2 Heroes and support units cards: The cards of heroes and
specialists are used as a supplement to your Unit cards. These cards will
always be linked to the Unit card they are assigned to.
Unless otherwise indicated, a hero or support weapon should always start
the game incorporated into one unit and will use the profile of that unit where
it is included as reference.

1.5 CARDS
In Fallen Frontiers you will find different types of cards that are included in
the Starter kit and unit boxes. Each type of unit will include their Unit cards
and action cards and/or equipment that will be different from the cards included in other types of unit box. With them you can check the status of your
units and configure your main and Armory decks as shown later (see 1.5.3
“Types of cards”)
Cards, depending on type, will be played in a specific way.

0

2 3

1.5.2 Game decks cards

Units must have a leader to fight efficiently. The leader of a unit may be a
hero or a trooper miniature. If it is a trooper miniature it will be promoted into
an officer. The default units include an officer who is nothing more than a
soldier commanding the unit but with the same profile as the rest. The officer
may be replaced by a hero when making the list by paying the extra cost for
hero points (see section 6.2 “Creating a combat list”) A unit that loses its
leader will lose efficiency in combat, as will be explained below, and may
not be a target for the cards of its owner until they decide a new leader for it.

Heroes and specialists are considered support troops and may be deployed within units at the beginning of the game. These miniatures replace
soldiers of the unit, as a unit in Fallen Frontiers is always formed by a group
of 5 miniatures. These units will always have a card associated with its rules
linked to the card of the unit that contains them. Although heroes and specialists are support troops, remember that specialist cannot be promoted to
leadership, only heroes can become leaders of a unit.

2

Skills: Unbreakeab
le determination,
Energy reliance.
Equipment: Shock
Harvester gun

1.5.4 Game cards (FIG 4)
Game cards are the ones included in the Main deck. The Main deck is
the strategic complement of your army list and contains the cards you have
chosen. These cards should be able to enhance your strengths or strengthen your weaknesses. The Main deck is used by the player as his true game
strategy and will be a mystery to your opponent until you start playing your
cards. Playing cards usually have a Command point and/or Krithium cost to
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Assault Troopers

FIG 1. UNIT ATTRIBUTES
All types of units have a card with their game profile and special rules. The characteristics of the Unit cards are:

Riff Unit

4

Equipment: Riff Kragg´Ka rifle
“Nobody in human territory could predict that a
slaughter carried out in a small settlement
than 1,000 years ago could awake
6 more
from torpor a proud ancient army
thirsty for revenge”

5

1

4

Training factor (TF): The needed value to hit the miniature or unit.

1

Armor: The bonus that the miniatures of the unit get when they roll to avoid
being wounded, including heroes and specialists.

4

Weapon strength: The value that the defender must overcome to avoid being wounded when hit.

18

Weapon range: Maximum distance in inches that the weapons are effective.

6

Close Combat Attack Factor (CCAF): Shows the unit offensive ability in
close combat.

5

Close Combat Defensive Factor (CCDF): Shows the defense ability of the
unit in close combat.

4
18

Equipment: Any kind of weapon carried by the miniature or unit.
Special: Special rules of the miniature or unit.

1

Bitsie

FIG 2. HERO ATTRIBUTES
All heroes have a card with values that reflect their skills. These are:

1
4

Training Factor (TF): The needed value to hit the miniature when it is selected as a target of an attack.

1

Wounds: Number of wounds that a miniature can suffer before getting the
wounded status or being removed from the game.

Hero
Skills: Fast 1.
Reaction Turn: Bitsie adds +1 to a initiative roll.
Bonus: Bitsie’s unit gets 1 additional when
shooting in close range. Unit’s CCAF is
increased by 1.

4
1

Logistics: Logistics value provided by the Hero to the army. It is used to
generate Command points and it is the maximum number of equipment elements that the miniature can carry. It also determines Coherence.

Skills: The special rules a miniature adds to its unit.
Special rules: Set of unique rules of the hero.
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Heavy weapon

FIG 3. SPECIALISTS ATTRIBUTES
Specialists have their own card with values that reflect their skills. These are:

4

Training Factor (TF): El valor necesario para impactar a la miniatura cuando
se selecciona como objetivo de una ataque.

6

Weapon strength: The value that the defender must outnumber to avoid
wounds when hit.

26

Weapon range: Maximum distance in inches that the weapons are effective.

ARES Unit
Skills: Penetrating shot, Slow.
Equipment: Gauss cannon

4

“It took them a lot of effort and a civil war to get
independence and individuality and this is something
that will not be given up under any circumstances
whatever happens in the galaxy”

6
26

Skills: The special rules a miniature adds to its unit.
Special rules: Set of unique rules of the specialists.

2

Orbital bombing

FIG 4. STRUCTURE OF THE GAME CARDS
Playing cards have a structure like this:

Action - Air support
Action: One allied and 1 enemy
unit of your choice suffer 3 stength
5 hits.

1

2

Command points cost: The cost in Command points that the player must
spend to play the card.

1

Krithium points cost: The cost in Krithium points that the player must spend
additionally to the Command points to play the card.

Card type: Subclass of the card that may limit its use.
Effects and method of use: Defines the effect of the card and how and when it can
be used. Some cards have two effects that can be played individually or simultaneously.

In phase weapons

FIG 5. STRUCTURE OF ARMORY CARDS
Armory cards have a structure like this:
Armory indicator: Identify the card as armory card.

1
Equipment
The unit’s weapons increase their
strength in 1 point in close range.
Not applied to units of specialists.

1

Krithium points cost: Defines the Krithium points that the player must spend
in a card for it to equip one of the player’s heroes.

Card type: Subclass of the card that may limit its use.
Effects and method of use: Defines the effect of the card and how and when it can be
used. It will also indicate whether the card has a single use or can be used repeatedly.
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Sihlas Fenn leading a Berserkers unit.

Bitsie “Operator 54” leading an Ares Troopers unit.

be paid. Command points are generated by your heroes. If your heroes do
not generate many Command points, you should build a deck using lower
cost cards so you can use them at the right time. The Main deck may contain
cards of the following types:

1.5.4.1 Action cards: You can play them on your own turn (see section

2.1 “Sequence of play”) and are resolved immediately.

They must be played before activating the units or between two activations.
Once a unit is activated, you cannot play action cards until the end of
that activation. After resolving the effect of an action card, place it in the
discard pile.

cards and Tactic cards. The Main deck can be configured with the number
of cards you want as long as it does not contain less than 20 cards. (See
section 5.2.2 “Creating the Main deck”).

1.5.6.2 The Armory deck. The Armory deck will consist exclusively of
Equipment cards. It can contain as many cards as the added value of the
Logistics points of your heroes at the start of the game. You can buy any
card from your Armory deck paying its cost in Krithium and place it on one
of your heroes at the beginning of any of your Action phases.
1.5.7 Using the cards
1.5.7.1 From the Main deck: To play a card from the Main deck, the card
should already be in your hand. Depending on the type of card, you can play it at
one time or another as explained in 1.5.4 “Game cards”.

1.5.4.2 Reaction cards: They can be played in response to:

To play a card, you pay the cost in Command points and/or Krithium.

- An action made by a unit (movement, shooting, assault...)

To pay the cost, subtract the number of points from the needed resource (Krithium and/or command) for playing the card of your choice. If you do not have
enough points in your Reserve cards you cannot play that card.

- A card played by you or your opponent.
- A dice roll.
After resolving its effect, the reaction card will be placed in the discard
pile.

1.5.4.3 Action/Reaction cards: Can be played as a card of action or

reaction.

1.5.4.4 Tactic cards: A game card whose effects remains for a period

of time instead of being discarded immediately after use. They must be played in the tactical phase and remain in play until the next tactic phase where
the player must decide whether to pay the cost of maintenance or discard it.
When a Tactic card is discarded, place the card in the discard pile.

1.5.5 Armory cards (FIG 5)
Armory cards represent pieces of equipment or ammunition for equipping
your heroes. They are not in the game deck but form a different deck and will
be available for purchase during the game.

1.5.6 Card decks
Each player has two decks of cards that will use during the game:

1.5.6.1 The Main deck. The Main deck may contain action Reaction

1.5.7.2 From the Armory: To play a card from the Armory, simply look
in the deck for the desired card and pay the cost to assign it to a support
troop. Remember you can only do this in your turn and you can only play
this type of cards on units that have not previously been activated at the
current stage.
1.5.7.3 Tapping a card: Sometimes, you will find the text “tap” next to
some ability of a character or unit. This means that, when you want to use
that skill, you must turn around the card 90 degrees to indicate that the skill
has been used.
The card will remain face up until the start of the next round where all the
cards get faced down and may be re-used.
The act of tapping a card will be associated with an attribute of action or
reaction. This will indicate when it will be possible to tap the card to benefit
from its effect, just as the cards of the Main deck.

1.5.7.4 Resolution of the cards sequence: Sometimes the sequences of cards or actions that are reactions to other cards that are being played
by any player will start solving the effects in reverse order they were played.
That way the last card played is the first to be resolved.
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If a card cancels another, this will only take effect if it was played prior to
the resolution of the card intended to cancel it. If an effect has already been
solved this cannot be canceled later.

- A unit with miniatures out of coherence in its activation cannot assault.

1.7 LINE OF SIGHT OR LOS
Example: A player plays “Aimed shot” to give a +1 to his unit’s
next shot. Your opponent plays “Cyber Hack” to cancel the effect
of “Aimed shot”. Then the player reacts playing “Air strike “.
Following the above criteria, first will be resolved the effect of “Air
strike” and subsequently the “Cyber Hack” one, that could only
cancel the effect of “Aimed shot” because “Air strike” has already
been resolved. “Aimed shot” would have no effect because when
it was time to resolve it, it would have been cancelled by “Cyber
Hack”.

The line of sight is an imaginary straight line drawn between two or more
miniatures.
We assume that all miniatures occupy a volume of space that is the area
of the round plastic base, and their height will be the upper part of their head.
To determine the line of sight, draw a straight line from any point of the volume of the attacker to the target. If the line can reach the target without being
interrupted by any obstacle (including elements of scenery or other miniatures not belonging to the activated unit), it is considered that the attacker has
line of sight with the objective.

1.6 UNITS AND COHERENCE
All miniatures in a unit must be within a maximum distance of the leader equal to twice the value of the leader’s Logistics attribute (See FIG 2
Hero attributes). If the unit leader is an officer, then the Logistics attribute
is always 1.

The line of sight is interrupted only by miniatures that do not belong to the
unit and are of equal or greater size. We will consider that obstacles such
as buildings and other opaque scenery elements with the same or greater
volume than those standing in the way will also block the lines of sight.

Example: If a leader has a Logistics attribute of 2, the maximum
distance that the troops can be from the leader is 4”.
If at any time the coherence of the unit is lost, when the unit is activated to
shoot, miniatures out of range may not shoot.
If the unit is activated to move, all miniatures must move within coherence
whenever possible. A unit with miniatures out of coherence cannot assault.
In short:
- If the unit is activated to shoot, only the miniatures in coherence could
make their shots while miniatures out of coherence will not shoot.
- If the unit is activated to move, it could move freely but the miniatures out
of coherence must move towards their leader to try to restore coherence.
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GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE: GAME CARDS AND UNITS

1

1

1

March
2

Action - Mov
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March

Cyber Hack

Action - Mov
ement

Action: Two of your
units get an additi
in this phase of
onal 2”
action.
Action: Spend 2
command points
: All your units
receive an additi
onal 2”moveme
nt during this
action phase.

Action: Two of your
units get an additi
in this phase of
onal 2”
action.

Technique Action
Action/Reaction : Spend 2 comm
and points: All your
receive an additi
units
onal 2”moveme
of an Action
nt during this
action phase.
Reaction: Ignore all the effects
opponent.
or Reaction card from the

Setup

Round 1- Phase 1 Riffs

The table setup is pretty straightforward. The Ares player is on top
with 1 squad, whilst the Riffs player is at the bottom with 2 squads,
one of which contains Sihlas Fenn. The Riffs player also has a “March”
card in his hand.

The Riffs have the initiative, and the player sets his plan in motion.
He declares an assault, which allows his Berserkers to move 6”.
Then he rolls a D3 for Sihlas Fenn’s ability, and gets a 2, allowing his
Berserkers to move 8”. Finally he plays the March card by spending 1
Command point, which allows his Berserkes to move 10”, reaching the
Ares troopers.

The Riff player, knowing that his Berserkers excel in close combat,
has a clever plan. Since the Ares troopers are outside of the Berserkers
assault range, he is going to use the “March” card to help him close
the gap. “March” allows his Berserkers to move 2 extra inches, and
with the special ability of Sihlas Fenn, which allows his squad to move
D3 extra inches, that should be plenty to assault.

However before he gets to move, his opponent plays the “Cyber
Hack” card. “Cyber Hack” has a Reaction effect, meaning it can
be played during the Riffs players turn, and it nullifies the effects of
“March”.

1

1
1
3

First Aid

8”
6”

Action/React
ion - Medica
l

Reaction: Roll a
die
if you get 4+ remov for each wound in your unit,
e one wound.
Reaction: Spend
1 Krithium point:
Remove all
the wounds from
a hero.

Round 1- Phase 1 Riffs (Continued)

Round 1- Phase 2 Ares

After having resolved all cards effect, they are both discarded, and
now the Riffs player gets to complete his actions. He moves both of
his squads forward, trying to set up an assault for the next phase. Note
that the Berserkers still get to move 8” thanks to Silhas Fenn’s ability.

The next phase starts, and the Ares have the Initiative. The player
decides to make the Ares troopers shoot at the Berserkers, and
manages to inflict 3 wounds. However before the wounds are resolved,
the Riffs player uses a “First Aid” card. “First Aid” allows a unit to
remove wounds on a result of 4+. The player rolls 3 dice, and scores
4+ only 1 time, meaning that the Berserkers lose 2 models.
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GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE: ARMORY CARDS AND UNITS

1
Smoke gre
nades

Smoke gre
nades

Equipment/We
apon

Turn this card: Create
a 4” diameter
area, at a maxim
um
equipped unit, that distance of 6” of the
of the next turn. will last until the end
This area blocks
LOS.

Equipment/We
apon

Turn this card: Create
a 4” diameter
area, at a maxim
um
equipped unit, that distance of 6” of the
of the next turn. will last until the end
This area blocks
LOS.

1

1

Setup

Round 1- Phase 1 Riffs

The Riffs player is at the top with 1 squad and the “Smoke
grenades” card, whilst the Ares player is at the bottom with 1 squad,
which contains Bitsie.

The Riffs have the initiative, and the player sets his plan in motion.
He plays the “Smoke grenades” card, and places a marker between
the buildings, blocking the Ares line of sight. Then he decides to hold
the position with his squad, keeping them ready to charge the Ares in
case they decide to come at them through the smoke.

The Riffs player, knowing that the Ares troops outmatch him in
ranged combat, has a plan to hold his position whilst protecting
himself from the enemy fire. He is going to use the “Smoke grenades”
card to create a barrier between his squad and the Ares squad, which
they cannot shoot through.

1

1
Smoke gre
nades

Smoke gre
nades

1

Equipment/We
apon

Equipment/We
apon

Turn this card: Create
a 4” diameter
area, at a maxim
um
equipped unit, that distance of 6” of the
of the next turn. will last until the end
This area blocks
LOS.

1

t
Thermal sigh

t
Thermal sigh

Turn this card: Create
a 4” diameter
area, at a maxim
um
equipped unit, that distance of 6” of the
of the next turn. will last until the end
This area blocks
LOS.

1

Equipment
skill
The unit ignores the
.
Commando of the enemy

1

Equipment

1

skill
The unit ignores the
.
Commando of the enemy

1

Round 1- Phase 2 Ares
The next phase starts, and the Ares have the Initiative. Unbeknownst to the Riffs player, the Ares player had already prepared himself for things like
this. He searches his Armory deck and plays the “Thermal sight” card for 1 Krithium on Bitsie.
The “Thermal sight” card allows Bitsie and her squad to see through the smoke, completely ruining his opponent’s plan. Everybody shoots through
the smoke, and the Riffs squad is helpless in the open, taking 3 wounds.
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THE DAMNED:
DISOBEDIENCE
Themistocles defended Greece in Marathon
during the first Persian invasion and ended
his life in the service of the Persian king Artaxerxes I. A warriors life does not always
end where it started and those who were
your brothers may end up being your enemy.
Forsaken, abandoned, or simply looking for
a more lucrative life, mercenaries are always
a strange presence in any army. However
uncomfortable it may be to have an ally that
fight for money, it is always better than to
have him as an enemy.
The Damned are mercenaries that bring the
focus of their factions... with a twist. Using
the damned means being able to tap into
another faction’s playstyle, which can be
used to patch up weaknesses, or to reinforce strengths.
The Damned is a collection of mercenary heroes that offer their “services” to multiple armies. Each one of these heroes can be used
in several armies, expanding your strategic
possibilities further.

1

Kyra

FIG 6. THE DAMNED ATTRIBUTES
The heroes of The Damned have the same skills as any hero of another faction, except
as being mercenaries, they can serve in different armies:

Compability Factor: Indicates which factions the hero
can provide services to.
Hero
Skills: Elusive 1.
Reaction Turn and spend 1 command point: Kyra’s
unit can transfer the received hits to an allied unit
within 12”.
Bonus: If Kyra is straightened at the end of the
turn, draw a card.

4
1
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2

STRUCTURE OF THE GAME

2.1 SEQUENCE OF PLAY
If the winner of the initiative played the previous phase, whether it was in
a previous round, you can decide that your opponent plays the next phase;
otherwise you must play this phase.

The game is divided into Rounds or Turns. Each round is divided into four
Action phases in which the units are activated.
After the four Action phases, resource adjustments occur, the round ends
and a new round begins.

The player who has the initiative can activate as many units as he wants,
but each player can only play two phases per round, thus, once a player has
played his two phases, there is no need of more initiative rolls for the rest
of the round.

The sequence of play is as follows:

Round 1

In case of a tie, the player who did not play the previous phase will have
the initiative.

1) Beginning of the round
2) Action phases:

2.1.3 Action phases

a) Phase 1

As already mentioned a round or turn consists of four phases of action
during which the units are activated. Each player will play two phases per
round and they can activate all units at once.

I) Beginning of the phase
II) Tactical sub-phase
III) Draw a card

2.1.3.1 Beginning of the phase

IV) Unit Activation sub-phase

At the beginning of the phase solve all effects with the text “At the beginning of phase” or “At the beginning of your next phase” in them, if there are
not any, continue to the tactical sub-phase.

V) End of the phase
b) Phase 2 (Repeat the steps in order from I to V)
c) Phase 3 (Repeat the steps in order from I to V)

2.1.3.2 Tactical sub-phase

d) Phase 4 (Repeat the steps in order from I to V)
3) End of round

During this sub-phase you can play Tactic cards, continuing an existing
tactic or discarding one that you had in play. To continue a tactic simply
pay the Command point cost and the card will remain in play until your next
Action phase.

Round 2 (Repeat the steps in order from 1 to 3)
2.1.1 Beginning of the round

If you play a tactic, and you previously had one in play, the previous tactic
will be discarded and be replaced with the new one. Under normal circumstances, you can only have one active Tactic card. If a player has no Tactic
cards or decides not to play any, that player can proceed to the next subphase.

Solve all actions indicated as “At the beginning of the round,” then both
players return the tapped cards to a vertical position and perform the initiative roll. If it is the first round, you ignore the first part since there will be no
effects on play.

2.1.2 Initiative roll
At the beginning of the phase, players roll a dice and the winner decides
who has the initiative at this stage.

2.1.3.3 Draw a card
The player must take a card from the Main deck. Some effects can chan-
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ge the number of cards you can draw in this sub-phase. If at any time a
player must draw a card and the deck is empty, that player loses a victory
point for each card that should have drawn but was unable to.

2.1.3.4 Units activation sub-phase
In the activation sub-phase you can activate your units to perform actions.
You can activate all the units under your control taking into account that
the same unit can only be activated once per phase.
Once a unit has been activated it is compulsory to resolve its actions
before activating the next unit.

2.1.3.4.1 Combined activations: You can activate two units at a

time to perform combined actions such as charging against a common
target.

In this case, perform the charge movement of both units and then
solve the combat as explained later in the section Assault (See 2.1.3.5
section C “Assault”). For the purpose of the game we consider that both
units are active at the same time until they complete their actions.

The attacked unit should make another roll with as many dice as hits
received to avoid the hits becoming wounds.
When you activate a unit to shoot remove the movement marker (FIG 7)
if it had one.

B.2 Hit: Choose a target unit that is in line of sight. Next, check that the
target is within weapons range. For this, measure the distance from the activated miniature to any miniature of the targeted unit. The weapons range is
determined in the Unit card and represents the maximum range at which that
weapon is effective. If the distance is equal or less than the number listed
as the weapon range the miniature is within shooting range and may shoot.
Miniatures in the unit that are not within range cannot shoot.
Roll as many dice as miniatures are within the shooting range of the unit.
All results equal or above the target’s training factor (See FIG 1 “Unit cards
attributes”) shall be considered hits.

B.2.1 Modifiers: There are several modifiers that can affect the roll

to hit:

+1 [Short range]: The target is within 12”of the attacking unit.
-1 [Moving target]: The target unit has a movement marker.

B.2.1.1 Short range: If the target is close (less than 12 “) the hit rolls
receive a +1 bonus to the result of the roll. Also, a short-range unit can
select targets within the unit that it is attacking following the rule “Marked
target” that is explained below. Only the miniatures in the unit that are at
short range will receive a +1 bonus. The ones at more than 12” will not
receive it.

2.1.3.5 Actions
Each activated unit may perform ONLY ONE of the following actions:

A) Move
B) Shoot
C) Assault

You can use different colored dice to indicate the different difficulties
to hit.

A) Move
It represents the movement of the unit on the battlefield. The unit has a
basic movement range of 6”.

When a unit shoots at close range it can also select which miniatures
to assign damage as explained below.

The movement of each single figure of the unit can never exceed the
maximum movement range of the unit. After moving a unit, place a movement marker on any of its miniatures if it did not have already one.

B.2.1.1.1 Marked target: If a unit is at close range it may select a
miniature as its sole objective. If a hero or a support unit is designated as
the target, the base difficulty is the training factor stated on its card and
not the training factor of its unit.

We consider that a unit has moved and received a movement marker
when all the miniatures have moved at least 3” in the same direction.

If you decide to target a specific miniature, the unit does not receive
the bonus for being at close range.

Some skills or cards grant the ability to move and shoot in the same action. The units that can move and shoot in the same activation will not receive a movement marker regardless of the distance they move and therefore
they will not benefit from the moving target modifier (Section B.2.1 “Hit modifiers”). This is because it is considered that they are more concerned on
attacking the enemy than in advancing safely.

B) Shoot
B.2 Shoot: This is the main ranged attack action in Fallen Frontiers. The
shooting action consists on a dice roll that determines the success or failure
of each shot from the same unit. Each success on the roll is considered to
have made a hit.

B.2.1.2 Moving target: When units move around the battlefield they

are harder to hit than when they are stationary.

Thus, any unit that has a movement marker (FIG 7)when selected as
a target will penalize the attacking roll with a -1 modifier to the result of
the dice.

B.3 Mixed weapons: All the attacks of the same unit will be made at
the same time even when the unit has different types of weapons, in this
case uses dice of different colors to differentiate them.
B.4 Hits allocation: Once the number of hits have been determined, it is necessary to assign them. Generally, the defender will assign
the hits received among the miniatures of his unit. He must assign the
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hits equally among all miniatures subject to have been hit in LOS with
the attacker.
If the attacking unit was in close range it will be the attacker who assigns
the hits following the same premises.

B.6 Avoiding wounds: After the roll to hit is made, the defender must
roll the number of dice equal to the hits his unit has suffered.
To successfully avoid wounds, the defending player must roll a die, add the
unit’s armor bonus and overcome the force value of the attacker’s weapon (indicated on the Unit card) for each hit received. If this roll fails it will be considered
that the miniature has received a wound. Regular troops are considered casualties when wounded and must be removed from the game. Some heroes can
withstand more than one wound, place a wound marker (FIG 7) on the hero card
to keep track of the wounds it has.

B.6.1 Cover: If the miniatures of the target unit are in line of sight and

other miniatures that are totally or partially included within the area may
have been hit by the explosion. To determine this, the attacker rolls one
die for each.
The difficulty of the roll is the training factor of the miniature. If the
roll is successful the miniature will take a hit. Once determined which
miniatures have been hit proceed normally to determine the number of
wounds.

B.8 Morale and leadership checks: When a unit suffers a psychological punishment that can affect their combat capabilities it will be required
to conduct morale check.
A morale check is a roll in which the player must obtain a number equal to
or less than the unit Training Factor.
Units with a leader should use the Leader’s TF to deal with this roll.

within 1”of an obstacle that hides part of their volume, they will be considered to be in cover.

The die result can be altered using Command points so that you can reduce the number obtained by 1 for each Command point spent in this way.

If not all the miniatures are in cover, the defender player will have to allocate hits to the miniatures out of cover first.

B.8.1 Pinned down units: When a unit is pinned down, flip your Unit
card so that it is on the pinned down side. Pinned down units will, as a general rule, have worse profile attributes than in normal conditions.

The miniatures in cover receive a +1 saving roll when trying to avoid
wounds.

Assault Tr
oopers

B.7 Area weapons: Weapons that create an explosion when hitting the

Assault Tr
oopers

target or have an effect on a particular area of the board. These are known
as area of effect or template weapons.
If a weapon is defined as an X” template, this means that when fired
and the target is hit, it creates an area of effect equal to X” of radius centered on the target. The target should be a miniature in LOS of the miniature
performing the area attack. In order to determine if an area weapon hits its
target, make a normal attack roll to hit and it must overcome the target’s
training factor. If the roll to hit is successful, the miniature on which the
template was focused on shall automatically be considered to be hit. All
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When a pinned down unit is activated, the unit must make a morale check
again. If it success the unit will be no longer pinned down. Put the card back
to its initial state recovering its profile attributes.
If it fails, the unit will continue pinned down. If a pinned down unit becomes pinned down again, it is considered disbanded and leaves the game.
Then remove all miniatures including heroes and support units that were
linked to it.

B.8.2 Blinded Units: a unit can be blinded by card effects or abilities
of other heroes. When a unit is blinded, automatically tap its card, as well
as the cards for all the heroes and/or specialists linked to it. A blinded unit
suffers the following penalties -1 to Training Factor, -1 to CCAF and -1 to
CCDF. A unit remains blinded until the beginning of its next tactical subphase when it will be tapped to vertical again.
B.8.3 Causes that require you to run a Morale check:
B.8.3.1 Casualties: When a unit loses at least half of its miniatures,
(rounding down) they must make a morale check. Roll one die, if the value exceeds the unit leader’s training factor the unit is considered pinned
down.
B.8.3.2 Suppression Fire: Units capable of suppression fire may
spread panic among the enemy ranks depending on the number of shots
they can make. A unit that receives at least one wound by a unit or support unit with this ability must pass a morale check or will become pinned down (See section B.8.1 “Pinned down Units”).

C.2 Combat: The close combat consists of an attack roll and a coun-

terattack.

As a general rule, it is simultaneous and both units may cause casualties
on the enemy before removing their own. The player who is in his Action
phase will start by being the attacker.
The attacking player receives a +1 modifier to his CCAF if he assaulted
that turn.
Roll a die and add the close combat attribute indicated in the card of the
unit that is involved in combat.
The close combat base attribute is calculated as follows: CCAF + number
miniatures in the unit in combat + die result.
When a card modifies any of the above parameters or vary the number of
units, the combat value will be modified accordingly.
The opposing player will be the defender. He will roll in return a die and will
add its close combat defense attribute.
The defense attribute is calculated similarly: CCDF + number of miniatures of the unit in combat + die result.
Subtract the defenders score from the attackers score and any positive
difference will be the number of hits suffered by the defending unit.

B.8.3.3 Cards: The effect of some cards may force a unit to make
a moral check. In each case the card will explain how to resolve the
effect.

Now, the defending unit must run an armor roll to try to prevent the
wounds derived from these hits.

B.8.3.4 Loss of Leader: When a unit loses its leader, it is automatically pinned down. If the unit was already pinned down, it should perform
a morale check. If it succeeded, it will continue pinned down, otherwise,
it will be removed from the game.

C.3 Counterattack: At the same time the counterattack occurs. The
roles are reversed and the defender becomes the attacker, repeating the
same process.
As mentioned, combat occurs simultaneously and no resulting wounds
are taken into account until the end of combat.

C) ASSAULT
C.1 Assault Movement: The assault is a special movement action designed to engage the unit in close combat with an enemy unit.
To declare an assault, the attacking unit must have line of sight with the
target unit before starting its movement. The movement should be achievable in a straight line and not cross allied or enemy units in the process.
The unit can move up to 50% more of its movement when assaulting,
while maintaining the unit’s coherence.
At least one of the miniatures must get to base-to-base contact with an
enemy miniature.
The assault bonus will be calculated from the units move base prior to any
card, or ability movement modifiers take effect so that the assault bonus will
NOT be affected.
Once one of the miniatures makes contact with the target unit, both units
are considered engaged.
If the assaulting unit does not engage the target unit, the assaulting unit
loses the benefit of its 50% move bonus and will perform a normal movement instead using its base move value. Furthermore, this unit does not
receive a movement marker for its movement.

C.4 Combat resolution: After both units have attacked, remove casualties from both sides and compare the number of wounds inflicted by
each side.
The unit that has caused more wounds will be considered the winner.
The loser must then pass a morale check or will become pinned down.
If both units receive the same number of wounds none should check morale and the player who is in his combat phase can continue activating his
available units.

C.5 Units engaged in combat: A unit that has one or more miniatures
in base to base contact with the enemy is considered engaged in combat. A
unit engaged in combat that is activated will only able to continue fighting in
close combat or makes a disengaging action.
C.6 Disengage from a combat: An activated unit that is engaged in
combat may attempt to disengage from combat. A unit that tries to disengage, automatically will receive a ranged attack by the unit it is disengaging
from. This action is also known as a passing shot.
Then the remaining miniatures may make an action movement in any direction away from the unit they just disengage maintaining the unit’s co-
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herence. If the disengage movement would lead the unit to come into contact with
another enemy unit, the active unit will automatically be considered destroyed.

C.7 Shooting at engaged units: The units engaged in combat can be shot at,
however, the hits obtained will be randomized between the units involved in combat.

FIG 7. MARKERS

Command point marker

For each hit the attacker will roll a die, if the result is 4+ the defender shall assign
a hit to one of his miniatures.
For each result lower than 4, the attacker will assign it among his own miniatures.
When combat occurs between units of different base sizes the probability will vary,
3+ for the larger base units, and 1 or 2 for the smaller base units. Judge the base size
off the majority of miniatures of the unit. If the hero’s base size is different this does
not affect the probability to receive the hit.

Wound marker

Krithium point marker

C.8 Multiple Assault: It is possible to assault a target with several units at the

same time with a combined activation.

To resolve this situation, we proceed as in a normal combat but use only the profile
of the unit whose CCAF is lower. To that number, add the total number of miniatures
of that side engaged in the combat and the die result. When defending, apply the
same procedure but use the profile of the unit whose CCDF is lower.

C.9 Assaulting engaged units: An activated unit can declare an assault

Shield marker

Movement marker

against an engaged unit only if it meets the assault restrictions and doesn’t have to
go through miniatures of its own side to do so.

When a unit assaults another that is already in combat, the attacker proceeds
normally and the defender will receive a -2 penalty to his roll for each unit already
engaged with his unit, plus he will not be able to perform the counterattack.
When a unit engaged in combat with several enemy units is activated, the procedure you have to follow is the same as in the case of C.8 “Multiple Assault”.

Controlled Krithium extraction
point marker - Player 1

Controlled Krithium extraction
point marker - Player 2

C.10 Continuation Movement: If all opponents are destroyed, the active
survivor unit can move immediately 3” in any direction.
You cannot assault other units with this movement. A unit that is making a continuation movement must stop at 1”of distance from any allied or enemy units even if
it has not completed its full movement. Units that perform a continuation movement
can receive a movement marker if all of them move 3” in the same direction.

Objective marker

Phase markers - Player 1

2.1.3.6 End of phase
At the end of phase resolve all the cards that include the words “at the end of
phase”. Then a new phase begins until completing the 4 phases of the round. At that
time the end of the round begins.

Phase markers - Player 2

2.1.3.7 Capturing objectives
If a miniature from a unit is in coherence and at less than 3”of a objective and there
is no enemy miniature in this radius it is considered that the miniature has captured
that objective.

Fatigue markers - Player 1

When capturing an objective place a captured objective marker next to it.
A captured objective still generates resources and victory points as long as it has
the marker even when the unit that captured it leaves the position.
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Fatigue markers - Player 2

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
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Controlled objective: When a unit ends the turn at a distance equal to
or less than 3” of a previously captured objective, it is considered that it is
controlling the point. A controlled Krithium extraction point generates twice
as many Krithium points, but not victory points, which should normally generate when it is just captured. When the unit leaves the position, the point will
still be considered captured but not under control. In short, for a controlled
point to be considered dominated, there should be an allied unit within 3” at
the phase of end of round.
2.1.4 End of the round
At the end of the round resolve the cards with the text “at the end of
round.” Both players will perform the following actions:
- Receive X Command points where X is the sum of the Logistics points of
the heroes on the side of the player that remain in the game.

If the number of consecutive phases played by the player is equal or greater
than his racial stamina attribute, his army will start to feel the effects of fatigue.
When a unit under these circumstances is activated, the unit must pass
a morale check or it will be affected by exhaustion and immediately end its
activation.

2.2 VICTORY
The main objective of Fallen Frontiers is to capture and extract Krithium.
At the end of each round you will get a victory point for each extraction
point you control.
The standard game will consist of 5 full rounds.

- Receive 1 Krithium point for each captured Krithium extraction point.
- Receive 2 Krithium points for each controlled Krithium extraction point.
- Receive 1 Victory point for each captured or controlled Krithium extraction point.

2.1.5 Fatigue
Due to the configuration of the round, a player may have the initiative several times in a row. If so, his units begin to suffer fatigue penalties.

At the end of the game, the player who has accumulated most Victory
points during the game will win.
If at any time of the game a player is eliminated, count the remaining
points as if the player that still has the miniatures on the board would take
control of them during the remaining turns until finishing the 5 turns of the
game. The winner is always the player who scored the most Victory points
even if his troops have been eliminated from the board.

GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE: PHASES AND FATIGUE
6”

6”

1

6”

Setup

Round 1- Phase 1 Ares

Here you can see a very basic table setup. The Ares player has
deployed 3 squads at the top, whilst the Riffs player has deployed 3
squads at the bottom.

The players roll-off for Initiative, and the Ares player wins, so he
gets to activate his units on Phase 1. He decides to move all of squads
forward, taking cover behind crates and containers.
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6”

1

1

2

2
1
6”
6”

6”

Round 1- Phase 2 Ares

Round 1- Phase 3 Riffs

The players roll-off for Initiative, and the Ares player wins again,
so he gets to activate his units on Phase 2. He pushes forward with
his middle squad, and he shoots with the other two. The left squad
gets a couple of hits, but the Riffs armor deflects them. The right
squad manages to inflict 2 wounds, and they are assigned to the two
Berserkers in the open.

Since the Ares player already had Initiative twice during this round,
the Riffs player automatically gets the Initiative from now on. On Phase
3 the Riffs player is not too worried about taking hits, so he moves his
Berserkers into the open, lining them up for an Assault. He moves the
other two squads forward and into cover, so that the Ares are in range
of their carbines.

1

1
2
1
6”

2

6”

Round 1- Phase 4 Riffs

Round 2- Phase 1 Riffs FATIGUE

The Riff player decides to go all out on Phase 4, and opens fire on
the Ares with his two Riffs squads. The left squad manages to inflict 2
wounds despite shooting at enemies in cover, whilst the center squad
doesn’t score a single hit. The Berserkers assault the Ares unit behind
the crates, inflicting 3 wounds and avenging their fallen brothers.

Round 1 is over, and Round 2 begins. The players roll-off and the Riffs
player wins. Taking the Initiative on this Phase means that his units are going
to be fatigued, but it seems worth it. The player assaults the Ares squads
with his Berserkers, which destroy the enemy. The center squad moves up,
albeit slower because it is fatigued. The left squad opens fire on the Ares,
but their shots fail to connect, again due to fatigue.

You have a Rounds Scoreboard to keep track of rounds and phases.
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3

GROUND AND BUILDINGS

3.1 BUILDINGS

them is within the area defined as a forest. Thus there are four possible
situation:

Buildings can be of two types: Accessible or Inaccessible.

- Both units are outside the forest and separated by it. There is no line
of sight.

- Inaccessible buildings are impossible to enter and will only affect the
game interrupting the line of sight.

- The attacker is inside the forest and the defender outside. There is line
of sight and the attacker does not suffer any penalty.

- Accessible buildings are possible to enter and therefore can be used for
cover or to ambush the enemy.

- The defender is inside the forest. The attacker suffers a -1 modifier on
his roll to hit.

Procedure to enter a building:
- A unit ending its movement on any wall of the building may declare
that enters the building. If the unit declares that it enters the building,
its movement ends there even if it had remaining movement units. For
the purpose of LOS the unit will be visible if you can see the miniatures
at the position they ended prior to entering the building although all the
miniatures are considered under cover.
- In the next phase of action the unit must choose whether to take firing
positions in the building or ambush (only units with Ambush skill, see
section 4.1 “Skills”):
1) If you choose to take firing positions, place the unit on the building
at the position chosen by its controller. For all purposes, the unit is
considered to have moved and will have a movement marker. A unit in
firing position is considered to be under cover.
2) If you decide to ambush, the unit is considered within the building
and outside the line of sight of all other units. This unit is considered to
have already moved and on the next turn it can move or charge from
the center of any building wall.

- Both units are inside the forest, both units suffer the -1 penalty to hit.

3.3 OBSTACLES AND BARRICADES
Obstacles distributed on the board such as boxes or barricades provide
cover and protection for the miniatures in contact with them. If the miniatures of the target unit are in line of sight, and are within 1”of an obstacle that
hides its volume from the attacker it is considered to be under cover.
Obstacles and barricades provide a +1 to the armor of the miniatures
under cover.

3.4 GROUND TYPES
The terrain can affect the ability of a miniature to move.
The modifiers are:

A unit can move from ambush to firing positions and vice versa using its
action in any phase of the turn.

- Woodland terrain The maximum movement is not affected.

A unit in firing positions must leave the building with a move action, placing the unit next to a wall of the building and placing on it a movement
marker ending its activation.

- Jump over any obstacle (fence, hedge, civil vehicle). Subtract 1 MU
to the movement capability at that phase. If the obstacle is longer than
2” it may not be jumped over. The same way, obstacles that exceed the
height of the miniature cannot be jumped over and must be navigated
around.

3.2 FORESTS
Areas with densely packed trees or where vegetation prevents line of sight
are considered forests.
Generally, a forest prevents line of sight between two units if neither of
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- Rough ground The maximum movement is reduced by half.

- Entering a building When you enter a building you automatically
spend the remaining movement points of the miniature. You may enter
a building from any side.

4

UNITS AND SPECIAL RULES
4.1 SKILLS

Heroes and support units often have skills that give them a unique character and combined to the units they join will enhance its strengths or reinforce
their weaknesses.

The skills represent each hero’s tactics and are automatically applied to
the unit when the character joins it.

When a hero joins a unit, the unit gains the skills of the character. Furthermore if a unit has a skill, the character will also gain it.

4.1.1 Accurate aim: The unit has a +1 to hit.
4.1.2 Ambusher: A unit with this ability can ambush when entering a building.
4.1.3 Armored X: A character with Armored X raises the armor level of his unit by X. If the armor value is greater than X the Armored ability has no effect.
4.1.4 Armour piercing X: Reduces target’s armor level by X. The resulting value cannot be less than 0.
4.1.5 Brawler X: Increases the weapon strength by X when fighting in close combat.
4.1.6 Colossal X: Each miniature needs X additional wounds to the first one to be removed from the game and is considered as X miniature to calculate
the units CCAF in close combat.

4.1.7 Commander: The allied troops within 10” can use their TF for morale checks.
4.1.8 Commando: The units with Commando that have a movement marker will not be considered in LOS of a unit unless they are within 12” from it.
4.1.9 Critical hit X: The unit that was hit must save X additional wounds for each hit.
4.1.10 Cybermaster: A miniature with this skill can lead units as if it was a hero.
4.1.11 Elusive X: Increase the unit’s TF in X when it is shot.
4.1.12 Energy reliance: At the end of the round you must pay a Krithium point for each unit with this rule that has not a leader with the Cybermaster
skill. Otherwise, remove 1d3 miniatures from the unit.

4.1.13 Engineer: If this unit is in the Krithium extraction area gets an extra point of Krithium points in the Collection phase.
4.1.14 Fast X: Increases the movement of the unit in 2” for each level.
4.1.15 Lightning reflexes: The unit always strikes first in close combat. Remove the casualties of the opponent before he makes its counter action. These
units do not get shot when they try to disengage.

4.1.16 Move and shoot: A miniature with this skill can shoot right after its unit ends the movement action.
4.1.17 Slow: This unit does not count for the total of miniatures in close combat. These units in any case can move and shoot at the same phase.
4.1.18 Strategist: The hero’s unit can perform a movement action at the start of the final phase of the turn.
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4.1.19 Super heavy: The super heavy miniatures do not receive movement bonus when shot, nor for being behind cover. The super heavy miniatures
cannot be teleported.

4.1.20 Suppression fire: If this unit causes at least a wound, the target unit must pass a morale check or will become pinned down.
4.1.21 Target selection: This unit assigns its hit dice even at long range.
4.1.22 Threat: Units declaring shooting must select the unit with threat as a target if it is the closest enemy unit and is within LOS.
4.1.23 Tenacious: A wounded miniature with this skill may spend a moral point to remain in play. The wound also remains. At the start of the next round,
remove all miniatures that have wounds. If the miniature receives another wound at any time it is automatically removed from the game.

4.1.24 Unbreakeable determination: This unit can’t be pinned down. Every time an action forces to check if a unit is pinned down or forces the unit
to become pinned down, ignore it.

4.1.25 Vehicle: The miniature will be considered as a vehicle and will follow the rules stated in chapter 5 “Vehicles”.

4.2 FACTIONS AND WEAPONS

4.2.4 Hellion cannon: The hellion cannon is a devastating medium range

All factions have their own arsenal. You should become familiar with the
strengths and weaknesses of each unit’s weapons to build up a list as much
balanced as possible.

weapon. Its Krithium unstable ammunition doesn’t need to be accelerated as
in the case of Gauss Cannon. It sacrifices some range in order to combine
better power and rate of fire. STRENGTH 5, RANGE 16, MOVE AND SHOOT.

4.2.5 Riff Kragg´Ka rifle: Regulation rifle of the Riff empire. Uses self-pro4.2.1 Ares AR-22 rifle: Standard weapon of the Ares army. The AR-22

combines power and range. Its Krithium accelerator core maintains a faster
speed of penetration of the projectile than its competitors. STRENGTH 4,
RANGE 22.

pelled ammunition like the one used by humans. A combination of good power
and a mid-high range that makes it quite versatile. STRENGTH 4, RANGE 18.

4.2.6 Riff Suht´Ka combat shotgun: Uses a core of Krithium that en4.2.2 Ares AR-16 SMG: Ares assault submachine rifle. The high rate of

riches the projectile rather than speed it up. Its power and rate of fire is
awesome, but its range is rather limited. STRENGTH 6, ALCANCE 16.

fire and its light weight make it ideal for moving and shooting at the same
time. Like the AR-22 its ammunition is accelerated, what increases considerably its range. STRENGTH 3, RANGE 16, SMG

4.2.3 Gauss cannon: Accelerator cannon of ballistic projectiles. The am-

munition is fired at such a speed that is able to go through multiple targets
with a single shot, but the charging time of the accelerator undermines the
cadence of the weapon. STRENGTH 6, RANGE 26, PENETRATING SHOT.

4.2.7 Riff Muht´Ka launcher: Could be considered what humans call

a grenade launcher. Shoots explosive cluster munitions that cause havoc
among the infantry. The Hulks Riff are equipped with a special antifrag armor
that allows them to use the launchers even at close range. STRENGTH 4,
RANGE 22, FRAG PROJECTILES.
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4.2.8 Riff Moo´Ka gun: Large caliber handgun designed especially for
assault. Its short range and lack of automatic fire make it useless at medium
or long distance. STRENGTH 4, RANGE 14.

4.2.9 Sayx MR7 SMG: Regulation submachine gun of Sayx corporation.

4.2.12 Harvester Shock gun: Even if potentially deadly, Harvester we-

apons are designed, to damage as less as possible its victims. The Shock
gun uses the energy of the user to shoot, so its range and power are very
low. However, this is a tremendous saving in ammunition and their use in
many units is very profitable. STRENGTH 3, RANGE 12.

Cheap to produce and good rate of fire that makes it very useful in urban environments. However, its firepower makes it little effective against armored
troops. STRENGTH 3, RANGE 14, SMG.

4.2.13 Harvester Shock rifle: Using a similar principle to the Shock gun
the rifle uses a Krithium charger to enhance the weapon. The result is a powerful rifle with an above-average range. STRENGTH 4, RANGE 20.

4.2.10 Sayx RS9 rifle: Regulation Sayx rifle. Similar in performance to the equi-

valent Riff weapon, combines good power and a scope. STRENGTH 4, RANGE 18.

4.2.14 Harvester Gauss Reaper: Despite its appearance, the gauss Re-

aper is very similar in operation to the cannon used by the Ares. It’s possible
that Harvesters assimilated the technology at some point to add it to their
arsenal. STRENGTH 6, RANGE 24, PENETRATING SHOT.

4.2.11 Sayx M22 “Bulletstorm” automatic cannon: Rotary cannon

capable of firing more than 8,000 rounds per minute. Its high rate wreaks
havoc on enemy infantry and its power is enough to penetrate the armor of
vehicles. Mounted versions can be fired while advancing, allowing vehicles
to clear the way. STRENGTH 5, RANGE 22 (portable version) 24 (mounted
weapon).
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4.3 WEAPONS WITH SPECIAL RULES
Each unit will have stated in its card the type of weapons and their characteristics such as force and range. However certain weapons have special rules
that are explained below:

4.3.1 Abduction laser: When the unit performs a shooting action remove a miniature of the target unit for each caused hit. Place a Necroslave miniature
in a Necroslaves unit of your choice for every miniature removed that way. The limit of miniatures can be exceeded as a result of this effect. Abduction Laser
has no effect on vehicles and colossal miniatures.

4.3.2 Barrage X: The unit shoots rolling X dice. The units with this skill always hit with a result of 5+. The TF of the target unit or any other modifier are not
taken into consideration.

4.3.3 Cadence X: Unit rolls x dice per miniature every time it makes a shot.
4.3.4 Flamethrower: All the miniatures of the target unit within the weapon’s range receive a hit automatically. When shooting against a building all units
inside receive a hit automatically.

4.3.5 Frag projectiles: Create a X” diameter area template where X is the number of members of the unit.
4.3.6 Penetrating shot: Draw a straight line of the weapon’s total range length from the miniature. All the miniatures crossed by the line can be reached.

Roll a die for each starting with the closest to the attacker. The target number will be the training factor of the miniature’s unit. If the miniature is hit, roll to
injure normally. If the shot misses continue rolling for the next miniature on the line. When a miniature is wounded continues with the next one reducing the
force of the weapon by 1 until its force is 1 or there are no more miniatures crossed by the line. If at any time a hit miniature does not become wounded
it is considered that the projectile has been stopped and will not keep on trying to hit the following miniatures. The line will be interrupted if it crosses any
obstacle that impedes vision.

4.3.7 PDS (Point Defense System) X: All units within a X” radius of the unit with PDS receive a force 3 attack whenever they are activated.
4.3.8 SMG: SMG units can move before or after declaring a shooting action. It is considered a shooting action and does not get a movement marker even
moving more than 3”.
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GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE: SKILLS AND CONTESTING OBJECTIVES

8”
1

Bitsie

1
1
2

Hero
Skills: Fast 1.
Reaction Turn: Bitsie
adds +1 to a initiati
ve roll.
Bonus: Bitsie’s unit
gets 1 additional
shooting in close
when
range. Unit’s CCAF
increased by 1.
is

4
1

Setup

Round 1- Phase 3 Ares

The table setup we have here is taken in the middle of a round, and
the players have already taken one phase each. The Ares player is at
the top with 1 squad which contains Bitsie, whilst the Riffs player is at
the bottom with 2 squads, one of which contains Fink.

Phase 3 starts and the Ares have the Initiative. The Ares player has
prepared his force and decks with a strategy to collect Krithium and
play powerful cards from his Armory. For this he has taken Bitsie, which
allows her unit to move an additional 2” thanks to her “Fast” ability.

At the center of the table you can see 2 Krithium extraction points,
here represented by Krithium extraction points, which are going to be
the focal point of this gameplay example.

Because of this the player decides not to shoot at the Riffs squad
that is in the open, but instead moves 8” toward the Krithium extraction
point in order to contest it.

1
2

Fink Dradd

1
2

Hero
Action Turn and
spend 1 command
Choose a level 1
point:
skill until the end
of turn.
Bonus: Adds +1
to his
it’s straighteneded. shooting rolls while

4

8”

1

6”

2

Round 1- Phase 4 Riffs

Round 2

The next phase starts, and the Riffs have the Initiative. The Riffs
player has prepared his decks with very flexible cards which can be
boosted with Krithium. To give him more flexibility he has taken Fink,
who has the ability to use any ability for one round.

The next Round starts, and now we can look at who gets to collect
Krithium. The left Krithium extraction point is being controlled by the
Riffs player, so he receives Krithium. The right Krithium extraction point
however is being contested by both players, so neither one receives
Krithium.

Because of this the player decides to move his left squad toward the
left Krithium extraction point in order to contest it. Seeing how the Ares
player is already contesting the right Krithium crate, the Riffs player
decides to give Fink and his squad the “Fast” ability in order to move
8” toward the Krithium crate and contest it too

By moving his squad to contest the right Krithium extraction point
the Riffs player has denied the Ares player those resources, whilst also
receiving resources from the left Krithium extraction point.
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5

VEHICLES

Vehicles are a type of unit with different rules than the infantry units. As a
general rule, they are units composed by individual miniatures or a reduced
group of them. Vehicles activate during the Action phases just as the rest of
units, however they have movements and rules to be wounded that differ
from the ones applicable to infantry units.

5.1.2 Full speed

14

5.1 MOVEMENT OF THE VEHICLES
Vehicles have two types of movement: combat speed and full speed. Of
course they can remain stationary in their activation if they did not have a
movement marker in the previous phase. A stationed vehicle would be able
to turn in place and shoot.

When a vehicle is traveling at full speed its aiming to shoot
and its maneuverability are reduced. The full speed of a vehicle will come reflected in its card. A vehicle moving at full
speed will not be able to make any turn during their displacement and will suffer a -1 penalty on their rolls to hit. A vehicle
may not move at full speed if it was stopped at the previous
phase. Similarly, a vehicle that moved at full speed in its last
activation cannot stand still next time it is activated. When a
vehicle makes a move at full speed put a movement marker
next to it (FIG 7).

5.1.3 Hull

Phalanx

2
4
2

Represents the structural integrity of the vehicle. When a
vehicle loses all of its hull points, it’s considered immediately
to be damaged. Flip the card to represent this.

Fossor

Fossor

3
ARES Vehicle
Skills: Vehicle, Flyer, Sweeping fire.
Equipment: Hellion cannons

6

14

5

3

24

Harvester
Vehicle

Skills: Vehicle, Flye
r, PDS, Corpse fact
ory.
Equipment: PDS
(Point Defense Syst
em)

6
3

5.1.1 Combat speed

6

5

10

3
2
3
12

It is the maximum speed at which vehicles can shoot in
good conditions and maximum maneuverability. A vehicle at
combat speed can shoot its weapons without penalty and
dodge obstacles without problem. When you move a vehicle
at combat speed you can pivot around its center during movement as often as you want. It is very important that the total traveled distance does not exceed the maximum allowed
by the value of the vehicle’s movement at combat speed. If
a vehicle that had a movement marker (FIG 7) is activated to
move at combat speed, remove the marker.

3
Harvester
Vehicle dam
aged
Skill

0

s: Vehicle, Flyer,
PDS.
Equipment: PDS
(Point Defense Syst
em)

2

3
3

5

10

3
12

5.2 VEHICLES AT RANGED COMBAT
FF vehicles shoot as a normal unit, as described in section 4.1.3.5.-B.
Most vehicles can move and shoot after making their movement. The only
difference with the infantry troops is that vehicles get a -1 penalty to hit when
moving at full speed. Vehicles may have special attack modes; in that case,
its mechanics will be explained in their cards.
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5.2.1 Shooting at vehicles
When shooting at a vehicle the mechanics to hit does not change. Count
the number of impacts based on the result of the roll against the vehicle’s TF.
To determine if a hit gets to damage the vehicle, roll one die for each hit and
add the strength of the weapon that caused the hit. Then, subtract the armor
of the vehicle and check the result in this table:

<=7: Surface impact. Unscathed vehicle.

5.3.2.2 Unlock vehicles in combat. A vehicle can be unlocked of a
close combat situation in any of its activations. Restrictions on movement
are the same as described in paragraph “Vehicle movements”. A vehicle that
unlocks of a combat will not be considered to be overwhelming the unit with
which it was locked even if it moves at full speed to unlock.

5.4 TYPES OF VEHICLES

8: Hit on the structure. The vehicle loses a hull point.

The vehicles are classified by the way they move. There are 3 types:

9: Critical hit. The vehicle becomes damaged.

- Terrestrial: The vehicles that have wheels or tracks are considered

10+: Destroyed vehicle. The vehicle is no longer able to fight, leave

terrestrial vehicles.

the miniature in the board and consider it as a part of the scenery.

- Flyers: Any vehicle to travel without any physical contact with the
ground will be considered a flying vehicle.

5.2.2 Damaged vehicles
When a vehicle loses all points of structure or gets a critical hit result on
the table it will be damaged. A damaged vehicle will turn its card to represent
the new status. A damaged vehicle will have a different profile of attributes
and will not be able to perform some actions during activation. If a damaged
vehicle gets any result different from Surface Impact when it is damaged, it
will be considered as destroyed.

- Bíped: Those who travel on two or more legs. Unlike other vehicles they
use a base and can assault and counterattack in close combat. Biped
vehicles do not have full speed.

5.5 VEHICLES AND GROUND
- Woodland terrain: the maximum movement is not affected at combat

speed, if a vehicle enters or accelerates to full speed it will have to make
a Driving check (see 5.7 below).

5.3 VEHICLES IN CLOSE COMBAT
The vehicles are machines designed to move swiftly on the battlefield
and provide firepower to the troops. The vehicles are not ready for close
combat and will not face infantry units in close combat unless they do not
have any other choice. Unless otherwise indicated any vehicle will not be
able to assault another unit or vehicle in its activation phase. However, some
vehicles may try to overwhelm infantry units to come across their way using
its mass and speed.

- Rough ground: The maximum movement is reduced to combat

5.3.1 Overwhelm

- Entering a building: Any type of vehicle can enter buildings.

A vehicle with Overwhelm skill can make a move at full speed passing
through the space occupied by an enemy unit. Doing so it will be considered
that the vehicle is overwhelming the unit. The overwhelming unit should make
a roll for each of its miniatures against their TF. If the die result is equal to or
less than the miniature’s TF it will not be affected. Otherwise the miniature
will suffer a hit of a strength equal to twice the vehicle’s armor factor that
overwhelmed it.
When a unit is overwhelmed by a vehicle that ends its movement in the
place where the unit’s miniatures were, the player will move the miniatures to
make room for the vehicle. Miniatures will be displaced in the direction that
makes them move least to make room for the vehicle. Miniatures of the unit
may end up out of coherence as a result of this displacement.

5.3.2 Assaulting vehicles
A stationary vehicle or a vehicle that had moved at combat speed can be
assaulted. Therefore, as a general rule, a vehicle can be attacked as long as it
does not have a movement marker. To assault a vehicle, the assaulting unit will
proceed normally as described in section 2.1.3.5 C1 “Assaulting Movement”.

speed. If a vehicle enters at full speed in rough terrain it will have to pass
a Driving check. Flying vehicles are not affected by this type of terrain.

- Jumping an obstacle: Vehicles cannot jump obstacles as infantry do

and will have to surround them. The flying vehicles ignore any less than
3” tall obstacles and will run over them as if they were not there although
they will not be able to end their move over them.

5.6 VEHICLES AND COVER
Vehicles do not have the ability, unlike infantry, to use the terrain to find a
shelter from enemy fire as they move through the battlefield. Therefore any
vehicle benefits of the armor’s bonus for covering.

5.7 DRIVING CHECKS
There are occasions when driving a vehicle can be an extremely difficult
task. Some particularly complicated actions require the driver to complete a
check to determine if it succeeds in performing them. To perform a Driving
check roll a die, if the result is equal to or less than the vehicle’s TF the check
is successfully passed. If the check fails, the consequences will depend on
the action that was trying to perform. The following actions require the player
to perform a check:

5.3.2.1 Combat: To resolve the combat roll a die for each miniature
in the unit. The level of difficulty will be the vehicle’s TF. For each success
roll it will be considered that the vehicle has received a hit. For each hit,
roll another die and add the unit’s CCAF. Check the result with the vehicle
hits table to see what happens. A vehicle, unless otherwise specified, never
counterattacks in close combat.
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- Enter or move through woodland terrain at full speed: if the

check is passed, the vehicle can move normally. If it fails, the vehicle will
take a strength 5 hit and its total movement will not exceed the combat
speed. If the vehicle was entering a forest and had already exceeded
the maximum combat speed movement when entering, it will end its
movement in the woodland’s limit.

- Enter rough terrain at full speed: If the check is passed, the vehicle

can move normally. If it fails, the vehicle will take a strength 5 hit. If the

vehicle was entering and had already exceeded the maximum combat
speed movement when entering, it will end its movement in the rough
land’s limit. Flying vehicles are not affected.

- Receive a critical hit when the vehicle is at full speed (when

it has a movement marker) If the check is passed nothing happens. If it
fails, the vehicle crashes and it is considered destroyed.

- Enter or move through rough terrain with a biped: If the check

is passed, the vehicle can move normally. If it fails, the vehicle will take
a strength 5 hit and will not be able to move.

5.8 VEHICLE SKILLS
5.8.1 Arch: Angle of vision of the vehicle to shoot. The arch is measured from the center of the vehicle.
5.8.2 Corpse factory: If the vehicle is located at a Krithium extraction point it could generate 1d3 necroslaves for each point to be collected than collect

the point. The necroslaves generated in this way should be assigned to Necroslave units located within a maximum 15 “ distance of the vehicle. If there are
no units within range the generated necroslaves will be discarded. A unit may exceed the maximum number of miniatures in this way

5.8.3 Maneuverable: The vehicle can make turns during its movement at full speed as if it was moving at combat speed.
5.8.4 Mechanized combat: The unit’s vehicles add their CCAF and CCDF in a close combat assault.
5.8.5 Sweeping fire: Turn the card: Move the vehicle in a straight line 12’ to a target point. All units touched by the line will receive 4 dice attack of force 5.
5.8.6 Turret: The vehicle can shoot at a 360º angle.
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6

HOW TO PLAY A GAME

6.1 WHAT DO YOU NEED

6.2.1.1 Army structure.
In the list you will find all the available units so far for each faction. There
are no restrictions on the number or type of units to be used but there are
regarding the support troops. The heroes are unique and you can’t include in
your list more than one of each single character. Heavy weapons are limited
to 1 for each 600 army points.

To play a game of Fallen Frontiers you will need the following elements:

- Gaming area: a flat surface of 4’ x 4’ (around 120x120 cm).
- Scenery: At least eight large scenery elements such as buildings, containers and some smaller items such as cans or boxes.

- Dice: Around half a dozen 6-sided dice.

To create a list you can use your points on the following elements:

- Objective markers: A set of 3 or 5 Krithium extraction points
(FIG 8).

- Units.
- Heroes and support troops.

- Other markers: Several markers to portray the status of the troops.

- Equipment.

- Cards: You will need 20 cards for each player besides the armory cards
that you want.

6.2.1.1.1 Units: You can choose any number and amount of units

from the list with the points you have. Units can consist on one, three
or five miniatures, the number is indicated in the table of units with the
cost in points. Remember that the heroes and the equipment also have a
points cost so if you adjust the price buying a lot of units then you will not
have enough points to include heroes and equipment.

- Miniatures: The number of miniatures will depend on the army list that
you decide to use.

6.2 HOW TO ASEMBLE A
FIGHTING FORCE

6.2.1.1.2 Heroes and support troops: Heroes and support troops
are units that greatly modify the way of playing and the behavior of your
units in the game. A good choice of heroes and support troops will make
the difference in most cases.

The standard game of Fallen Frontiers is played up to 600 points, but players can agree on any number of points for their game. To create a custom
army you will need the following:
- An army list worth 600 points maximum.

To include them in a unit, replace a unit miniature with the hero or the
support troop and include its price in points in the list total amount.

- A Main deck of cards composed of at least 20 cards. You can include
until 2 cards of the same type.

Example: If we have an Ares unit (140 points) and we want to add a
heavy weapon (+13 points) we replace a soldier with the heavy weapon.
The total value of the unit will be 153 points, 140 of the unit plus 13 of the
heavy weapon. With the heroes, the mechanics is the same, add its value to
the unit’s and replace a miniature with the hero.

- An Armory deck of equipment cards.

6.2.1 How to arrange the army roster
To create an army list you must first choose a faction.
All army lists must be composed of units of the same faction.

Each hero and support troop has a card to be combined with his unit.
Remember to put them together to indicate which hero is in each unit.

There are heroes that can be used in several factions; however, the units
they command must be of the same faction of the chosen army on the list.
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6.2.1.1.3 Equipment: The equipment is represented by cards that
also bound to the card of the hero who carries them.

It can contain as many cards as the added value of the Logistics points of
your heroes at the start of the game.

Equipment cards are limited by the hero’s Logistics value and is the maximum number of equipment cards that the character can carry.

These cards are available for purchase with Krithium points during the
game as explained above.

Remember that the equipment can be purchased from your Armory
deck with Krithium during the game.

6.3 PREPARATION OF THE GAME

Equipment can be purchased also paying its cost in points when the
list is created. The equipment obtained this way will start already equipped to the hero. If a hero begins the game at its maximum number of
equipment cards, he must discard one of them to buy a new one.
Once you have set up your list it will be time to create your Main deck to
support it.

6.2.2 How to build the main deck
The Main deck is the strategic complement for your army list.
You can build it with the cards you want as long as it does not contain
less than 20 cards.
It is possible that your strategy may require several cards with similar
effects or even the same.
You can place in the deck two copies of the same card with the same
name.
Some cards are unique to one particular faction. This is shown with the
faction symbol in the upper right corner. Faction cards may only be included
in that factions game deck.

6.2.3 How to build the armory deck
Armory deck will consist of equipment cards of your choice.

How to prepare the board and miniatures to start playing.

6.3.1 Board game and scenery
The games of Fallen Frontiers are played on a square or rectangular board
depending on the number of points at which the game is played.
Our suggestion is that you use a square board of 4’ x 4’ for games up to
600 points. For games over 600 points we suggest you use an area of 4’ x 6’
for deploying units so you can play comfortably.
Once the size is decided, it is time to place the scenery elements.
The scenery is very important in Fallen Frontiers and the number of elements will affect the performance of the game.
The normal set up for a board of 4’ x 6’ is to place two or three accessible
buildings, five obstacles that block the line of sight and 3 or 4 items that may
serve as cover. But of course these numbers are a suggestion and you can
add the number of your liking.

6.3.2 Deployment, Krithium and objectives
Once established the gaming area and scenery elements involved in the
game, players will perform a contested roll and the winner decides whether
he deploys the Krithium extraction points first, or allows his adversary to
begin the game.
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In games with an area of 4’ x 4’ we recommend playing with three Krithium extraction points and with five in 4’ x 6’ scenarios.

FIG 8. KRITHIUM
EXTRACTION POINT

If there are more Krithium extraction points to place, players will alternate
placing them according to the rules mentioned above. The player who started placing them will choose on which side of the table he wants to deploy
his miniatures once all the points have been placed.

The player who deploys first will place a Krithium extraction point (FIG 8)in
the middle of the board and will place a second point anywhere on the table
he prefers considering that it cannot be placed within 10”of the middle point
or near any edge of the board.
Then the other player will place his Krithium extraction point on the table
following the same restrictions.

Then both players will take 5 cards from their Main deck and will place
them in their hand. The same way, each player will take as many Command
points from the reserve as the combined Logistics value of his heroes allow.
For the deployment, the player who started placing Krithium points will
deploy all his units on the board at 6” or less from his end of the table. Place
the Unit cards behind the units if possible to better keep track of the unit.
When he has finished, the second player will do the same.

Keep in mind that the points should be distributed evenly on both sides of
the table when finished deploying the Krithium extraction points. If it is a 5
Krithium extraction points game and there are already two extraction points
placed on one side, the central extraction point does not count, and it will
only be possible to put extraction points on the side that has none.
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Once all the miniatures are placed on the board the game may begin.

UNITS TABLE
Training Factor

Armor

CCAF

CCDF

Weapon strength

Range

Miniatures

Points

Ares 						
						
Ares troopers

4

1

6

5

4

22

5

140

Ares troopers Pinned down

4

1

4

5

4

22

5

-

Ares heavy weapon

4

-

-

-

6

26

1

13

Aterides

4

0

5

4

3

16

5

115

Aterides Pinned down

4

0

5

4

3

16

5

-

Hyperion armours

4

2

6

7

5

16

3

153

						

Riffs 						
						
Riff troopers

3

0

5

3

4

18

5

85

Riff troopers Pinned down

3

0

4

4

4

18

5

-

Riff assault troopers

4

1

6

5

4

18

5

120

Riff assault troppers Pinned down

4

1

6

5

4

18

5

-

Riff heavy weapon

3

-

-

-

6

16

1

12

Berserkers

3

0

6

4

4

14

5

105

Berserkers Pinned down

3

0

7

3

4

14

5

-

Hulks

3

2

3

5

4

22

3

119

						

Sayx 						
						
Sayx troopers

3

0

4

3

3

14

5

80

Sayx troopers Pinned down

4

0

4

3

3

14

5

-

Sayx assault troopers

3

1

4

4

4

18

5

95

Sayx assault troopers Pinned down

4

1

4

4

4

18

5

-

Sayx heavy weapon

3

-

-

-

5

22

1

16

Nightstalkers

4

0

6

3

3

14

5

113

Nightstalkers Pinned down

5

0

4

3

3

14

5

-

						

Harvesters 						
						
Necroslaves

2

0

3

2

3

12

5
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Slave Warrior

3

1

4

4

4

20

5

105

Master unit

4

1

6

5

5

20

5

185

Harvester heavy weapon

4

-

-

-

6

24

1

52

Warping Drones

3

1

3

4

4

18

5

160

Behemoths

3

1

7

4

4

10

3

135
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HEROES TABLE
Logistics

Training Factor

Wounds

Points

Bitsie

1

4

2

33

Blaze

1

4

2

60

Brett

2

5

2

33

Ishann

1

4

2

29

Alexander

1

4

2

33

Hank

1

4

3

72

Fink Dradd

2

4

2

36

Sihlas Fenn

1

4

3

38

Feral Senn

1

4

1

22

Krull Baal

2

4

2

45

Drax Vatar

3

5

3

38

Ares

Riffs

				

Sayx				
				
Tarko Stahlen

2

4

2

32

Dianne Tianseen

3

4

1

20

Bianca Carlsson

2

4

1

19

Dexx Vogel

2

4

1

31

Axel Verner

2

4

1

17

Jason Ramires

2

4

1

30

				

Harvesters
Cybermaster

1

4

1

36

Sphynx

2

4

2

32

Despair

2

4

1

34

Magnus

1

4

2

41

Reaper

1

4

3

48

Virus

1

4

2

38

				

The Damned
Kyra

1

4

2

33

Val´n Dorr

1

4

1

32

Zerobite

2

4

1

24

2

4

-

168

Lee Jenkins

(See Vehicles table)
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HEROES AND UNITS SKILLS TABLE

Accurate aim: The unit has a +1 to hit.
Ambusher: A unit with this ability can ambush when entering a building.
Armored X: A character with Armored X raises the armor level of his unit by X. If the armor value is greater than X the Armored ability has no effect.
Armour piercing X: Reduces target’s armor level by X. The resulting value cannot be less than 0.
Brawler X: Increases the weapon strength by X when fighting in close combat.
Colossal X: Each miniature needs X additional wounds to the first one to be removed from the game and is considered as X miniature to calculate the
units CCAF in close combat.

Commander: The allied troops within 10” can use their TF for morale checks.
Commando: The units with Commando that have a movement marker will not be considered in LOS of a unit unless they are within 12” from it.
Critical hit X: The unit that was hit must save X additional wounds for each hit.
Cybermaster: A miniature with this skill can lead units as if it was a hero.
Elusive X: Increase the unit’s TF in X when it is shot.
Energy reliance: At the end of the round you must pay a Krithium point for each unit with this rule that has not a leader with the Cybermaster skill.
Otherwise, remove 1d3 miniatures from the unit.

Engineer: If this unit is in the Krithium extraction area gets an extra point of Krithium points in the Collection phase.
Fast X: Increases the movement of the unit in 2” for each level.
Lightning reflexes: The unit always strikes first in close combat. Remove the casualties of the opponent before he makes its counter action. These
units do not get shot when they try to disengage.

Move and shoot: A miniature with this skill can shoot right after its unit ends the movement action.
Slow: This unit does not count for the total of miniatures in close combat. These units in any case can move and shoot at the same phase.
Strategist: The hero’s unit can perform a movement action at the start of the final phase of the turn.
Super heavy: The super heavy miniatures do not receive movement bonus when shot, nor for being behind cover. The super heavy miniatures cannot
be teleported.

Suppression fire: If this unit causes at least a wound, the target unit must pass a morale check or will become pinned down.
Target selection: This unit assigns its hit dice even at long range.
Threat: Units declaring shooting must select the unit with threat as a target if it is the closest enemy unit and is within LOS.
Tenacious: A wounded miniature with this skill may spend a moral point to remain in play. The wound also remains. At the start of the next round,
remove all miniatures that have wounds. If the miniature receives another wound at any time it is automatically removed from the game.

Unbreakeable determination: This unit can’t be pinned down. Every time an action forces to check if a unit is pinned down or forces the unit to
become pinned down, ignore it.

Vehicle: The miniature will be considered as a vehicle and will follow the rules stated in chapter 5 “Vehicles”.
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VEHICLES TABLE
Training Factor

Combat Speed

Full Speed

Hull

Armor

CCAF

CCDF

Weapon strength

Range

Points

Ares 						
						
Phalanx

4

6

14

2

3

-

-

5

24

104

Phalanx Damaged

4

6

-

0

3

-

-

5

24

-

						

Riffs 						
						
Mul racer

4

6

12

2

2

-

-

4

24

120

Mul racer Damaged

4

6

-

0

2

-

-

4

24

-

						

Sayx 						
						
Vulcan

3

6

-

2

2

4

5

5

24

152

Vulcan Damaged

3

3

-

0

2

3

5

5

24

-

Raptor

3

6

14

1

1

-

-

5

20

70

Raptor Damaged

3

6

14

0

1

-

-

5

20

-

Lee Jenkins

4

6

-

2

2

6

6

5

24

168

Lee Jenkins Wounded

4

6

-

0

2

5

6

5

24

-

						

Harvesters 						
						
Fossor

3

5

10

3

2

6

3

3

12

155

Fossor Damaged

3

5

10

0

2

3

3

3

12

-

VEHICLE SKILLS TABLE
Arch: Angle of vision of the vehicle to shoot. The arch is measured from the center of the vehicle.
Corpse factory: If the vehicle is located at a Krithium extraction point it could generate 1d3 necroslaves for each point to be collected than collect the

point. The necroslaves generated in this way should be assigned to Necroslave units located within a maximum 15 “ distance of the vehicle. If there are
no units within range the generated necroslaves will be discarded. A unit may exceed the maximum number of miniatures in this way

Maneuverable: The vehicle can make turns during its movement at full speed as if it was moving at combat speed.
Mechanized combat: The unit’s vehicles add their CCAF and CCDF in a close combat assault.
Sweeping fire: Turn the card: Move the vehicle in a straight line 12’ to a target point. All units touched by the line will receive 4 dice attack of force 5.
Turret: The vehicle can shoot at a 360º angle.
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WEAPONS WITH SPECIAL RULES TABLE

Abduction laser: When the unit performs a shooting action remove a miniature of the target unit for each caused hit. Place a Necroslave miniature
in a Necroslaves unit of your choice for every miniature removed that way. The limit of miniatures can be exceeded as a result of this effect. Abduction
Laser has no effect on vehicles and colossal miniatures.

Barrage X: The unit shoots rolling X dice. The units with this skill always hit with a result of 5+. The TF of the target unit or any other modifier are not
taken into consideration.

Cadence X: Unit rolls x dice per miniature every time it makes a shot.
Flamethrower: All the miniatures of the target unit within the weapon’s range receive a hit automatically. When shooting against a building all units
inside receive a hit automatically.

Frag projectiles: Create a X” diameter area template where X is the number of members of the unit.
Penetrating shot: Draw a straight line of the weapon’s total range length from the miniature. All the miniatures crossed by the line can be reached.

Roll a die for each starting with the closest to the attacker. The target number will be the training factor of the miniature’s unit. If the miniature is hit, roll
to injure normally. If the shot misses continue rolling for the next miniature on the line. When a miniature is wounded continues with the next one reducing the force of the weapon by 1 until its force is 1 or there are no more miniatures crossed by the line. If at any time a hit miniature does not become
wounded it is considered that the projectile has been stopped and will not keep on trying to hit the following miniatures. The line will be interrupted if
it crosses any obstacle that impedes vision.

PDS (Point Defense System) X: All units within a X” radius of the unit with PDS receive a force 3 attack whenever they are activated.
SMG: SMG units can move before or after declaring a shooting action. It is considered a shooting action and does not get a movement marker even
moving more than 3”.
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“...Lost communications, frontiers fell against the chaos
that has engulfed the colonies.
Anything can happen now...”
Welcome to the Fallen Frontiers universe. Fallen Frontiers is a 35mm miniature game set in a futuristic
society where humans have colonized much of the galaxy and have found powerful sources of energy
and alien life forms with advanced technology.
In the universe of Fallen Frontiers different factions fight for the control of planets and their strategic
resources so they are able to expand into a galaxy that still hides many secrets. Players will take control
of these factions on the board by choosing troops, heroes and cards that they will adapt to
their gaming style in order to win.

www.fallenfrontiers.com

